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New Alcohol Education Program I mplemented
by Ray Bules
.
-- "Our basic goal is to help
people understand how to
drink responsibly: to
understand the effects of
alcohol on - the body, the
consequences of .certain
behavior.: legal sanctions,
and, most importantly, to
help people understand the
reasons why they drink." :
That's a short explanation
by Assistant Dean Nancy Orr
of a complex program which
responds to an even more
complex problem and ; a
growing concern on campus:
alcohol use and abuse. ., .
A recent SGA survey, to bepublished in January,
studied campus drinking
IV--;- ' . I
habits and revealed that Rfi
of all Wooster students drink.
That fact, according, to
Associate Dean ' Dwight
Moore, reinforces the need
for establishing responsible
drinking patterns on campus.
Realizing that "it's 'not a
black-and-whi- te situation...
you're not either a teetotaler
or an alcoholic," the Dean's
.
staff, in conjunction . with
) Myers House, is trying to
increase awareness of the
effects of alcohol by working
through: .
.
' Research. According to
Moore, three or four separate
committees are . presently
writing a report on last
quarter's alcohol survey..The
nil kUlr.-m- A
--
I
- -
: it "fa1 -- - I
report will be comDiled over
Winter break.
The survey discovered that
sociability "going along
with the crowd to be
sociable" is the reason most
frequently given by Wooster
students for drinking.
'. The second most frequent
response
, was "to relieve
tension." -
The survey reported thatdrinking is most frequent
"among freshmen. Freshman
males and females exhibited
largely similar drinking
patterns.
Sophomores' drinking
patterns were strikingly
similar to those of juniors.
Fewer seniors, according to
"You can't go to the ball!" sneer sisters (Heather Selby and Denise, Gordon, center) and
stepmother (Sue Collister, far left) at Cinderella (Cathy McQueen, far right). "Cinderella"
will be performed this weekend in the Shoolroy Theatre.
the survey, drink regularly,
but as Moore noted, "a small
handful of seniors do have
serious drinking problems."
The survey, he added, "will
help us identify pockets of
need we can zero in on
particular housing units
where there Is a need" for
alcohol education.it
Informative Program-
ming. Both direct and
indirect programming is
planned for the coming year.
Direct programming
includes planned seminars
on alcohol awareness. In
addition, small house contact
persons have been given a
continued on page 7
Cinderella" Staged
by Lisa Vickery
This weekend, children,
students, professors and all
other young-at-hear- ts have
the opportunity to do a little
escaping via the production
of "Cinderella" which will be
preformed in the Shoolroy
Theatre. The scheduled
performances are for Friday
night at 7:1 5 p.m., Saturday
"afternoon at 2.00 p.m. and
again that evening at 7:1 5-p.- m.
with the final matinee
on Sunday at 2.-0-0 p.m.
Tickets, which are being sold
at the door, are priced at $1
for students and adults and
50C for children under 1 3.
Bill Reese) a speech major
who is directing the play for
his senior I.S., began
devising the comedy fantasy
last spring. After asking the
director why he choose
"Cinderella" he said, "I
wanted to do a children's
show because there weren't ;
any children's shows last .
year nor were there any
scheduled for this year. Two
years ago I was involved in a
production of 'Tom Sawyer"
that was enjoyable for
college students as well as
young kids." Bill realizes
that this well-know- n fairy
tale is geared towards
elementary school children
but encourages everyone
regardless of. age to come
and enjoy the play.
'The talented cast, and
crew are doing a really good
job and working hard," added
Bill. He is particularly
pleased with the time and
efforts put in by Dave Loomis,
who is set designer and
technical director for the
project. The cast is
comprised of a total of eleven
people, eight of which will be
making their debuts on the
Wooster stage.
Cinderella will be played by
Cathy McQueen and the
- prince by Steve Thompson,
with Heather Selby and
Denise Gordon as the two
nasty sisters presided over by
Sue Collister, the " wicked
mother. With Doug Slo-bodi- en
as the supporting
character of Roland, the
other cast members include
Susan Dorn, Mei Mei Woo,
Scott Peterle, Peter
'Neumann and Terry Love.
Thanks,, also ..goes to Bob
Withington and Phyllis
Davies for light and costume
design, respectively.
Students, why not
temporarily forget the rapidly
approaching dealines and
exams and briefly return to
- childhood? Relive a few
innocent dreams by going to
see "Cinderella." A small
amount of escapism is
healthy for everyone.
Thistle Out
Next Friday
Thistle, the. college-communi- ty
literary magazine, will
be distributed a week from
today, free of charge.
The magazine will be avail-
able at Lowry and Kittredge
dining halls.
Advance copies indicate
that the quality of this year's
Thistle is high both in terms of
content and appearance.
Many fine student contribu-
tions were received this
quarter, and editors Martha
Ross and Jane Hawken
request that students planning
to submit literary or artistic
works for the winter issue of
Thistle prepare their work over
Winter Break, as the deadline
for submission will fall early in
winter quarter.
Thistle, an outgrowth of
campus diversity and creativ-
ity, needs the support and
.
interest of all students. Any
suggestions, comments, or
questions may be directed to
the editors at Box 3191.
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Alcohol Educ. Program
Deserves Our Support
We'd like to commend the Deans staff and the Myers
House staff on the alcohol . education program presently
underway on campus. They've taken the initiative to answer
a pressing need with fair, responsible informational
.
"'"programming. -
Such a commendation isn't likely to win us much support
from student readers; that's unfortunate, for we believe that
much of the opposition to the program is largely a reslut of
misconceptions about the alcohol education program here, --
and misinformation and naivete about the larger subject of
alcohol use and abuse. - ,
The present alcohol awareness program is not a crusade to
eliminate student drinking altogether. Rather, it is a
commendable attempt to encourage the formation of
reasoned, responsible drinking patterns through education
about various aspects and effects of alcohol use...nothing
'""' vmore.
The present program fosters student responsibility by
avoiding repressive self-righto- us tactics which place the
student on the defensive and don't allow himher to think for
himherself. It exerts no pressure on the student to think or
perform in a certain way; it merely presents alternatives as a
basis for enlightened choices. In other areas of choice, we
press repeatedly for a delineation of all the alternatives. Why
should we deny ourselves .knowledge of all the options and
most of the facts when making personal, decisions on
alcohol use. .' .
The program's emphasis on identifying reasons "why you
drink" is frequently misinterpreted, too. Of course there's no
need for the program's directors -- to know why you,
specifically, drink-th- at's not the point . Unless you can
identify the reasons, though, don't fool yourself into believing
you're drinking responsibly. Many reasons for drinking can
be simple and convincing but should be understood by the
drinker, above all.
Disturbing, also, is the fact that while Wooster students
estimate that from 1 0 to 40 of their fellow students "drink
to excess," few see alcohol abuse as a significant problem.
Participation in a liberal community such as ours requires
awareness of our own problems and of others', the
willingness to help solve them, and the formulation and
offering of constructive solutions. Failure to recognize
alcohol abuse as a significant concern will only heighten the
problem; it won't go away if we ignore it!
The alcohol awareness program is not an attempt to effect
conformity to any particular standard; it merely involves
education on a topic of general and vital concern.
Personal social responsibility is one of the major goals of a
liberal education, and student responsibility in all areas-includ- ing
alcohol use is necessary if student-oriente- d
programs like 24-ho- ur visitation and others are ever to be ;
implemented.
We can no longer take the closed-minde- d approach we
have in the past, ignoring the question of alcohol use and
abuse. All of us should open our minds and take notice of this
important program.
Letters to the Editor
Index Photog
Dear Editor, .
I wish to commend the
epistolist who has offered
two obloquies pertaining to
the current Index. Some are
reticent on such topics
where execrable criticism
does nothing to remedy the
past But malefactors should
be crucified even if it does not
accomplish anything con-
struct! vfe. My letter-writin- g .
friend has displayed, at the
risk of being labelled a virago,
her . intrepidity .to make the
imprecations toward Ms.
Miller necessary to ostracize
' 'her. ,
This" person showed
exquisite . technique,;, jo
rapher Supports Mil ler
employ knit-pickin- g in
support of malfeasance
charges', i 1 - admired her
question, --s'What. for
example, was the 'Greek
Tragedy' performed at
Wooster?" Obviously. Ms.
Miller, the organizational
notes at the bottom of each
page (i.e. oh pages 24 and 25
which tell - us - the Greek'
Tragedy was Oedipus) are
unintelligible to the blind or
unobservant
If my letter-writin- g friend
made near --maledictions in
her choleric logorrhea, she
was also positive. She
announced she would make
"constructive suggestions as
Letters to the Editor
Withdraw From S.
Dear Editor, : . L ; :. -
A little over a month ago,
' Muhammad. Kenyatta was
on campus . for a week.
During that time, he voiced
' concern ' and increased
awareness of the racial
injustice that has been going .
on for tfome time, on
Rhodesia, Namibia, and
South Africa. Many people
on campus are concerned
and - outraged " with this
injustice. - r. : -
Yet, at the same time, we
are frustrated at being
unable to find a way to
effectively help to solve the
problem. Just recently there
was an increase in
repression in South Africa.
Many anti-aparthe- id news-
papers were banned, and
several ' black leaders were
arrested. In response to this,
a group of students
organized a drive to send
postcards to jimmy Carter
and Andy Young, the U.S.
ambassador to the United
Nations. These cards urged
them to support the U.N.
mandatory arms embargo
and also to consider further
actions such as an economic
embargo against South
Africa. . - ; . -
In two days, we collected
and sent 200 cards to
President -- Carter- and
Ambassador Young. This
was a small way of saying we
are concerned.
The; U.N. arms embargo
was passed; however, it is
mostly a symbolic gesture,
since South 'Africa manu-
factures most of its own
arms. Many African nations
also had hoped for stronger
measures.
During our postcard
campaign, many questions
were raised about U.S.
corporate and economic
involvement in South
Africa. After examining some
statistics, it was found that
over 6000 U.S. corporations
trade with South Africa, and
over 300 U.S. corporations
have operations and
a new staff member" (though
admittedly, she did not offer
many). She did mention that
"a yearbook should be as
consistent as possible" and
"there was no ; common
theme." This fine idea to
fnake the Index as Pro-
crustean as possible displays
a flair for originality. .
Another "positivism was
that Ms.. Miller "owes a big
apology to the women whose
pictures she used." h was
inexcusable to put Larrv,
Curly, and Moe (names
changed to protect the
innocent) in such a
"predicament" of "Unwar- -
continued on page 5
5V .
investments in South Africa.
The U.S. has the largest ;
volume of sales to South
Africa of any country in the
I world (over $1300 million).7 ,
The U.S. also imports about
$500 million from South
Africa. . . " .
- Many people feel that this
'
economic involvement is
supporting the South African
government and its policy of
racial . discrimination and
therefore, the U.S., if it is ;
truly concerned about
human rights, must with-
draw its investments , and
impose an economic
" ' ''embargo.
Further, if . these corpor-
ations or the U.S. govern-
ment fail to do this, then we,
as concerned individuals,
should boycott these
corporations and their ';
products as much as
possible. This would involve
selling stocks we might own --
in these corporations, not
buying their products, and
changing savings and.
checking accounts to banks
that are not involved in South
Africa. "'
.
.1
In this light, we must
realize that the College of
Wooster is in noway isolated
from -- South Africa. The
College endowment fund has
over $5 million (or more than
one-thir- d of the Jjind)
invested in corporations
involved in South Africa.
'Timken Roller Bearing
' Corporation is involved in
South Africa, and it recently
gave a $1 million grant to the
College.
Are we benefiting from the
suffering of black people in
South . Africa? . This is a
question that we must face.
We must also seek an
answer, and do it quickly. The
investment committee of the
College has been dealing
'with - this problem. They,
Vegetarian
Dear Editor, V : - ;
Thank you very much for::
your recent articles dealing
with vegetarianism at
Wooster.- - While you "raised
many important points, there
is one consideration that you
failed to give proper notice to.
Vegetarians at Wooster
: pay the ' same amount of
money to subscribe to Food
Service as meat-eater- s. This
should mean that the actual
service they receive should
- also be equal, which is not
presently the case. The
: person who answered your
- survey by saying "Salad bar
only" is paying two dollars to
eat a salad, while a meat-eate- r;
paying the same
amount, has a choice of main
dishes. This is blatant
discrimination.' As a person
- attempting to convert to a
J
.
Africa !
-
-
along with other concerned
'organizations such as
churches, have tried to affect :
corporate policy through
stockholder meetings. '--;
One possibility, other than '
a total withdrawal of
investments and economic :
embargo would be for all U.S. --
corporations to treat all :
workers (Black, Whites.--Colore- d,
Asians) in South ;
r Africa equally, regardless of
the' South African govern-
ment's policy. This has many
implications and possibil-
ities. For instance, would the
corporations be willing to
.
pull out if equal rights could
not be implemented? Would
- Blacks working under equal --
conditions, be persecuted by
the South African govern-.- ;
ment for having an equal job?
All this is to say that there
are no ( simple solutions.
However, we are still very
. much involved ; in the
situation,' and we must do
something about it Presi- -
, dent Carter has expressed
his concern for human rights
andthe' willingness to do
something, but thus far, it --
has been mostly talk. We
supported the arms : em-
bargo, but that is only one
"' small step. V" :-Hum- an
rights and justice
: is a strong issue and it is a
one-side- d
1 issue. Human
injustice demands ; action-stro- ng
action.. One is either
for human justice or against
r it and , one's actions are!
either for or against humanjustice and equality. As
members of a country that is
6 of the world population
and consumes over 40 of
the world's resources, where
do we stand and where. do
--our actions say we stand
v' on the issue of human rights,justice, and equality? " " --
: Shalom, r
,"v" ' "-- :' "'" David Wildman- -
Costs U nfa i r
vegetarian diet, I find myself
often frustrated by the lack of
a non-me- at main course at
Lowry Center. Then I too
make myself a two dollar
salad, trying to get my
nutrition from soybeans and
raisins instead of hot, well-balanc- ed
food.
. .
; '"u;
.Your recent "survey also
showed that at least seventy
people . at the College are
vegetarians, a group that is
suffering unfair treatment
from Food Service. To ignore
the nutritional needs of those
people who do not eat meat
and to make them pay equal :
bills for unequal service is
wrong. I hope that the Voice '
furthers the cause of. the
right of " vegetarians " at
Wooster. r :
. - Sincerely yours,
'' Leon Lynn
'
' Box 2179
B lad ubm
.
This i article . comes in
response to Ray Bules' "Woo
Seeks : Minorities," in last
week's , Voice. It appeared
suspiciously close to an item
concerning the Bakke case.
- In,fajct the. Bules', article
began with "No quotas like
those in question-- , in the
Bakke -- case exist at
Wooster." Since apparently
no one had , compared the
Wooster situation with the.
Bakke case, we wonder just
what Mr. Bules point could J
have been, unless it was that ,
some kind of quota system
does , exist at Wooster, but
none like those in question in
the Bakke case If so, we
v
would like.to ask what that
quota system is?
, The entire tone of Mr.
Bules' - article . was - highly
offensive to the Black
Community. It thrusts us
squarely back into the early
60's when White Americans
were trying to decide what to
call Black people-"Cult- ur-
allyDeprived " D i
advantaged,' "Slow Learn-
ers," etc. For instance, Mr.
Bules asks, --"Why. -- then;
aren't more . minority
students at Wooster?
Recruiting and retention of
disadvantaged students isn't
nearly .as .easy as those
guidelines make it appear."
Then - again he says,
"Concern about the
--'significant academic
challenge' of Wooster among
all prospective students, notjust minorities. Wooster's
reputation can scare offeven
qualified students" Junder-Tinin- g
is ours) The implica-
tions are that. all minorites
are not only disadvantaged
but also unqualified. We
would like . to remind; Mr.
Bules that not all minority
students are disadvantaged,
and some of them do manage
to-Vaff- ord textbooks,
classroom supplies . and
incidental items." Secondly
since his article was dealing
almost exclusively with Black
people, why did not he just
use the : word "Black?"
"Disadvantage" carries with
it not only the connotation of
economic
.
deprivation, but
also cultural, educational,
and social. Perhaps Mr.
Bules has answered his own
question as to why there
aren't more minority
students at Wooster..
Attitudes such as his are not
likely to attract Black
students.
Mri Bules makes quite, a
case for the Admissions
Department in r terms.: of
minority recruitment.
Perhaps by this time the
department wishes he had
not He extols the efforts of
the department by pointing
out that they visit "large
metropolitan areas and high
schools with significant
enrollment of minority
mun ity
students-.atte- nd national
college fairs. ...student
contact sessions." etc.
. However, near the end of the
article; he lists as one of the
problems in securing Black
students; the fact that "Many
minority students have never
heard of Wooster." How is
this possible with such an
extensive recruitment
program? Furthermore; if
minority students have never
heard of Wooster, how can
they be afraid of its
''significant academic
challenge?" .
The facts are that this year
Wooster has about 80 Black
students compared to over
1 20 a few years ago. The
Freshman Class this year
includes 17 new Black
students and 4 transfer Black
students, making a total of 21
new Black students. A few
years ago there were about
35 Black students in the
Freshman Class. Why is this
so? Granted some justifica-
tion can be made for the
inflated cost of living and the
competition among colleges
for qualified Black students.
Since times have changed, it
is necessary for Wooster to
change its tactics in regard to
the - recruitment of Black
students. However, such a
change does 'call'-fo- r
NoJbVnbe 'lClgT?; BOOSTER VOfCET Page 3
...1oceEditor Responds to
To the students of the College
of Woosten "" : '
I deeply regret the fact that
last week 8 article on Black
admissions was offensive . to
the Black Community.
;: The article was born out of a
desire to cease ignoring the
Black Community on campus,
overtly and inadvertently, and
a desire to deal with major
issues affecting Wooster's
Black Community In the public
media.
The Individual points the
article made regarding policies
of the Admissions staff were
'taken directly from my inter-
view with Mr. Morris- - The
individual words in question,
too, were spoken to me by Mr.
Morris and checked for ac-
curacy by him before the
printing of the article.
: The issue,. I believe, deals
not solely with the - use of --
individual words, but with the
pervading need for the con-
cerns of Wooster's Black
Community to be recognized
and publicized. Had I known ;
that ' particular wprds con-
tained in the ; article were
offensive to the Black Com-
munity,' I would surely have
deleted them. I didn't know
that and here lies the problem.
I have tried, as has our staff, to
fully comprehend the - con-
cerns of a Community of
which I am not a part, and
Offended
creativity, determination and
: commitment If the college
wants qualified Black
students, it can find them,just as it manages to find
qualified students from India,
South America, Italy and
, other countries all oyer the
world.
"Any discussion of the
question of minority
admission must include...":
(See Bules' Article)
1
.
.
How much money, tjme
and manpower is spent
for the recruitment of
Black students? Does
everyonein the Ad-
missions Department
seek qualified Black stu-- .
dents or is the recruit-
ment left largely to one
namely. Greg Bryant?
2. How many Black stu-
dents on campus are
here because of the re-
cruitment efforts of the
Physical Education De- -.
partment rathex than
those of Admissions? If
the P.E. Department can
find students who are
not only good athletes,
but also good students,
1 : why cannot the Admis- -'
sions Department?
3. How many Black stu- -
dents are here because
r they heard ebout
v" Wooster r by "word of
regrettably, know far too little
about I have tried to be
sensitive to the concerns of
the Black Community and
failed, for empathy can go only
so far; I have not lived those
concerns and internalized
them, and I cannot, as a result,
express them satisfactorily in
my writings.
The need for publicizing the
issues and problems concern-
ing Wooster's Black Com- - ,
munity continues to intensify;
the need for a Black voice to
identify and discuss those
problems in print is strong. I
regret deeply the fact that no
such voice presently exists on
our staff, and I would like to
extend a serious and urgent
invitation to all Balck mem-
bers of the Wooster com-
munity to write for the Voice in
any form. A weekly column
would be ideal, and polls on
Black concerns such as that
discussed in the previous letter
would be extremely valuable,
and helpful in placing those
concerns before the entire
Wooster community.
Last week's, article was an
attempt to present one side of
an issue which we knew
deeply concerned the Black
community, after consultation
with the editor of the Wooster
Forum; which will present
opposing viewpoints in this
week's issue. It failed. Future .
byVoi
mouth" and contacted
the school themselves
as upputriJ to any re-
cruitment by the Admis-
sions Department?
4. In any new recruitment
program for Black stu-
dents, are responsibili-
ties going to be assigned
Black Faculty, Black Stu-
dents, Black Admi-
nistrators, and Black
Alumni, or is there going
to be a college commit-
ment to this issue?
5. What "liberal financial
offers" are made to Black
Students by the college.
does the col lege consider
''liberal financial aid' to
be?
Let Mr. ; Bules find the
answers to these questions
before he attempts to write
another article on the same
subject. We also suggest that
he poll Black students who
have gone through the
recruitment or nonrecruit-me- nt
process. We almost
hesitate to quote the remarks
reportedly to have been '
made by Mr. Byron Morris
since Mr. Acy Jackson was
so badly misquoted.
Therefore, we further
suggest to Mr. Bules that the
first obligation of an editor is
attempts to deal with concerns
of Wooster's Black Commun-
ity need not fail, for I hope that
the important concerns ex-
pressed by the people who
signed the preceding letter can
be channeled into an active
program of awareness sof
Black issues on campus, using
the Voice as a forum and
catalyst
FOR. TODAY'S
"
SUSAN, AVtVDtl
WE'LL LET VN yOLf J
Storyce
to get the facts straight, and
to quote people accurately. In
the "real world" failure to do
this could get him sued for
libel.
Sincerely,
King Lewis
Annetta Jefferson
Vicki A. Greene
Kathy A. Broaddus
Karen V. Kitt
Cheryl S. Batts
Bertha Fountain
Jesse L Fitzgerald
St Claire Gerald
Adrienne Jackson
Leonard L Mayle
Kenneth Griffin
Vernice Davis
Karen R. Holley
Kenneth W. Goings
Keith M. Wilkerson
Keith D. Tylor
Derrick M. Cherry
Robin Tyler
Robin Jackson
Marian Louise Tarver
Richard Williams
Herbert Lee Simmons
Eric V. Price
Nelson Glover
. Benjamin D. Berry, Jr.
Acy Jackson ,
Daryl Ward
Charges
I'll be available at Extension
221, and would greatly appre-
ciate discussing this issue with
any member of the Wooster
community. This is an issue
which commands our full
attention and sensitivity.
Respectfully,
Ray Bules
CAREER. WHWN
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Stanley Band
Normally, I would see no
point in writing to a
newspaper to point out an
error, but I feel moved to do
so after reading the review of
Michael Stanley
Dear Editor,
After reading the article on his
the Michael Stanley' Band a
concert, we were all quite
disappointed. It was proper
that Mr. Gilbert's enthusiasm
for the concert came forth in
his writing, for the occasion did
deserved such attention.
' However, since the Michael
Stanley Band is not a "small the
time band, why wasn t some-
one, who cared enough to do
a little research on the band,
assigned to do the article.
There were numerous mis-
takes in the article, including
the headline. I never knew a
band by the name of "Stanley
Band" ever played at the
,
college. Former lead guitarist
Jonah Koslen would not have
appreciated his name being
spelled "Kolson". Also, to
constantly refer to the band's
newest member as "the
newest guitarist", is ridiculous.
Concert Review Defended
Dear Editor,
It has come to my attention
that a group of Freshmen
object to some of the
contents of my review of the
Michael Stanley Band
concert I feel it is necessary
to present my side of the
argument
The first objection was to
the title of the article. My
editor chose "Stanley Band
Visits COW" instead of
Michael Stanley Band visits
COW merely to fit the words
in the allotted space. I feel
that this is no more wrong
than, for example, referring
to Led Zeppelin as "Zep-
pelin" or David Bowie as
"Bowie," and that it
constitutes no great cause
Tor alarm...
; The second objection was
Review U n
the Michael Stanley Band
concert in the November 4
Voice First - -Jonah's. Jast
name is Koslen, not Kolson..
This unfortunate error could
Article Criticized
Why didn't Mr. Gilbert find out
name and perhaps provide
little background on him for
anyone who was interested.
We also didn't realize the
band had a song, "Have
Yourself a Good Time". When
they write that song? They
have one by the -- title, "Real
Good Time'-- , if that is the song
author is referring to. The
bass player's name is Daniel
Pecchio, not "Picchio'V I'm
surprised Mr. Gilbert even had .,
knowledge of Daniel Pecchio's
previous experience with Glass
Harp. "" r - -
All in allt Mr. Gilbert's
writing ability, coverage of the
concert, and general know-
ledge of the Michael Stanley
Band is mediocre at best
Sincerely,?'
Rick Damerow
BobZelinski
Mark Sodergren
Ron Denne
to the absence of the name of
MSB's new guitarist. I talked
personally to the person who
interviewed the band on
October 22. Since he did not
know, and the guitarist's
name does not appear on any
album, I was left with no
alternative but to refer to him
as the "new guitarist" I don't
know what sort of "re-
search" Mr. Zielinski et al
feel is necessary for a review,
but I, being a college student
do not have hours of spare
time to flipthrough
entertainment 'magazines
looking for a piece of petty
rock trivia. By the same
token, I defy anybody, in two
day's time, to provide
"background for anyone
interested" on a replacement
continued on page 5
AntiTAbortion View Challenged
Dear Editor, r I-- :
- I write in response to Mr.
Coffey's anti-aborti- on letter
in the WOOSTER VOICE
dated NOV. 4. Mr. Coffey
speaks of passion. By this I
assume he means deep or
strong emotion. Emotion is
fine, it helps make us human.'
But passion - unchecked by
reason becomes a monster.
What we need is not passion;
but COMpassion. :- - ,
No, Mr; Coffey, you're
right, abortion is not a private --
matter. It affects a great :
variety of people. That "great
variety' is called society. If
we must deal with, illegit-
imate births, it must be with
compassion or not af all. So
far, vl have seen little
derJFi re
have been avoided had the.
reporter taken the time to --
.look -- fit a . MSB album to,
check the spelling. Second,
to write - about the new
guitarist "whose name
seems to be unknown" by
everyone - on the --.Wooster
campus is just plain pathetic.
The mystery lead guitarist's
name is Gary Marcaski. Part
of reporting on an event is
doing the homework and --
getting the basic' facts
straight.
.
'.
"
.
. :, ,
;
. ,
Sincerely.
; Daniel Hunter
:.
" ; Box 1896 i
Right to Life
'Dear Editor: -- 'y. ; ' '-'.- -.
7 This is in reterece to the
'
pro-aborti- on arguments in
the "Voice's" letters-tq-the-edit- or
in recent weeks.' ' v
':'.' Concerning 'the incidence
of rape. Unfortunately,', the
emotional impact that arises
tends to cloud the real issues
& facts of rape. Dr.: Fred
Mecklenburg states: "Preg-
nancy resulting from rape is
extremely rare --- medical
research indicates that a
woman exposed to such an
emotional trauma will not '
ovulate even - if she r is
scheduled to there is good
evidence that men - who
commit this crime frequently
are not fertile because of.
other aberrant sexual
behavior." Also, ; Josephine
- Barnes, M.D. eminent British
' gynecologist says: "It is easy
Non-Smolce- r's Rights
Dear Editor; . . ' - .
lam writing this as an open
letter to all smokers on
campus. It is a plea for a little
common courtesy.: :: :
Many oojvsmokers, even
when asked, often, grant
permission for a person to
smoke. I count myself among
these and am angry with
myself for days after every
time I let someone smoke. It
is hot that we don't mind that
J-
- It
evidence of such compas- -'
Sions, nor do I forsee it in the
near future. Such is the way
of things. But this does not
exclude us from the
responsibility to change and
grow," to realize that
illegitimate children are
people just tike "us
legitimate, folk" whose
righteous airs choke the
"illegitimate
No, Mr. Coffey, no man is
an Island, he is part of a
whole. But if that whole --
regards him or her as evil,
that person is as an island,
indeed , the "person has
become an island besieged
from every side to the point of
ruin and desolation.
I agree with Mr. Coffey that
abortions when done at all,
may not be done with the
safety, happiness, and total
well being to the patient in
mind. This further exempli-
fies the lack of compassion
which is the focal point of the
problem. It is deplorable. -
There has been r talk of
malnutrition; If, Mr. Coffey,
malnutrition of the body is.
not the issue, malnutrition of
the soul and psyche '"'is-- '
Starved of compassion, the-sou- l
degenerates and is not'
fit be called human. If this is.
to be the result of the birth --
you so greatly prize, it is as
good as death.
'; In the passage that makes
an example of Jews, gypsies.
for a woman to allege that
she has been raped, and j
"frequently the-stor- y of the
circumstance is fabricated by
a 'victim' in order to account
for facts ; which, would
otherwise" -- be-.hard to
explain." r'Abortion & Social
'Justice") And finally. Dr. J.C.
WMke, author of "Handbook
on Abortion", summed it up V
"
this . way.,, "Isn't it twisted
logic that would: kill', an
innocent unborn baby for the
..crime of its fatherl" ':'';
' Regarding illegal abortion,
the consensus that legal ;
abortion will eliminate:-
problems of illegal.- - or.
criminal abortion is virtuallyV
not true. Christopher Tietze,
the excellent statistician of
the Bio-Medic- al Division of
'the Population Council, and
an outspoken pro-abo- r-
you smoke, it is that we are to
, wish-wash- y to say no, or
, simply don't want to cause
hassles. -- ;. . C - 'j. I would tike to put in a
written ; plea : therefore:
Smokers please do v not
: smoke in ' the presence of
non-smoke- rs.
" We do not
enjoy the smell of smoke or.
we'd probably smoke
ourselves. I myself can think
continued on page 1 3 ;
'and people with funny ears
: (etc.), you
.
miss the point.
Those peopie are not at fault,
- the - society is, through
ignorance. The illegitimate ,
' are' not generally physically
deformed, they are psycho-- :.
logically downtrodden. What
: a nasty trick to play on a child,
to bring it
.
into the wof Id
without compassion. I know
someone T personally who
was born illegitimately, who
says, without hyperbole, 1
wish I'd never been born".
7: In addition, Mr. Coffey
seems to see the ad as an
order " to report 'to the
"abortion mills" at once! Not
sol The advertisement is a
suggestion, : an ' alternative.
Freedom demands that all
alternatives be presented.
Without such freedoms, as
Patrick Henry is reputed to
have said, '"GIVE ME
LIBERTY-.- OR GIVE ME
DEATH I" What good is life
without freedom to choose?
" Abolishment of ' abortion
must not come from judicial
decisions. It is like the Hydra,
whose heads you Top off but
in vain. Attack the heart and
the beast is dead. The heart is
the dearth of compassion in
our society. This is not a call
to mass abortions, rather it is
a call to the responsibility of
compassion. --;.
.
David Purdy
it BVS t Box 2524
Invitation
tionist, admits that ''criminal
- abortion and , self-aborti- on
have not disappeared, .even
in Hungary, where abortion
1 has - been .: available on
- request for more .than a
v decade.- '- - ".;--
''
. In regards to "a woman's
choice" the v most often-repeat- ed
argument in favor
of .'abortion; the : right to
' choose is , indeed every
person's God-give- h right via :
the gifts of free-wil- l. whichv
accompanies the gift of life.
Before a woman can exercise
that right intelligently &
responsibly, however, she
should have all the facts. This
is the main thrust of "Right to
: Life," a national organization
which provides scientific &
medical fact that abortion
destroys human life.
r Consider ; this an open
invitation to anyone
interested in learning more
about the topic of abortion &;
related issues, to attend the
Wayne County Right to Life
meeting; held the 3rd
Thursday of each month at
the' Wayne- - County - Public
- Library at 7:30 p.m. You are
most welcome! Hope to see
you Thursday,-"- r November
17th.
Sincerely, y'
(Mrs.) Fran Wires
703 Beechwood Ave.
Wooster, Ohio 44691
- liar!; csul -- eril ?c
hank:
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Purdy Prefers Peace
v Dear Editor, ;'. r,
V It has come to my attention
that some people did not like
what I wrote about noisy
' i stereos . in the , Nov. 1 4th
. ; issue of the Voice. Jt has been
.' claimed that I could just go to
:-
- the offender and say "could
you turn It down?": True, I
could, but this would not
solve the problem: It is like
; the Hydra. Chop off its head
and it grows back. Stab it in
; the heart, and . it is
. vanquished. Of course, the
. people who have the stereos
.are not the monsters, it is
their attitude toward their
hallmates, that is '1 don't
; carei They are not only the
problem, but the solution to
: the . problem as well.
Consciousness is essential
here. If you catch yourself
turning up your stereo, ask
yourself who : it might be
affecting. I don't mean to say
I don't do similar things, but
'although f have a beam in my
; eye I can still seethe speck jn
yours, x..'
Another complaint is that I
went over specific people's
heads without confronting
them. I spoke not as an
individual, but as a
representative of the silent
majority who, either through
timidity or the lethargy - of
despair, could not do so for
'themselves. It is the way of
things. : -- ' o.v".;;-v;- V
; - So those who have the
stereos, you don't need to be .
embarrassed, feel threat- - .
ened or (resentful. I ; was
merely pointing out a
v problem and am giving you
an opportunity to better your
relationswith your neighbor.
: I think' it prudent at ..this
time to point out a -- worse
offender, the "cross-camp- us
screamer". - Some ... people y
seem to be ignorant of the-invent- ion
of the telephone ;
and of the unique mode of
'transportation called "feet".
: They seem to believe that in
: order to communicate from
. one side of the campus to the "
other jt is necessary to yell at
the top of their lungs their
usually semi-profan- e
message. Worse yet, thesepeople' display' neurotic
tendancies, doing it only in
the dead of night Yesl They
are v "closet cross-camp- us
screamers". To all those
afflicted, I say "there is
hope"! The telephone and --
the unparallelled experience
of talking to a person face to
face are you best therapy.Save your throat frompossible injury even
laryngitisl But I become too
sarcastic. Please,. before you
utter another reverberating
remark, be conscientious, be
fair, be aware. - :
- Thank.-- you
:
x-
- David Purdy
Box.2524 --:
Index Supported
; continued from page 4 :
ranted critlcsm" by using
their pictures. That Msr
Miller did exactly as they
: demanded by listing them as
contributing photographers
isnathemic on her part: I
.
compliment them for risking
an appearance of vanity in
their letter. X won't do
something for you unless I
get something out of it is an
excellent attitude for the
spirit of cooperation required
to produce an appeasing
(yes, appeasing) yearbook.
- To Holly Miller's statement
that . she "takes full
responsibility," I must,
without sarcasm reply
BUNKI Her head photo-
grapher deserves more
blame than she for - any
weakness in the Index and
has solved past problems
effectively. If the college
community now cooperates
with his staff, we'll probably
see-th- e best yearbook
conceivable for the College of
Wooster. -- -
""
"Sincerely,- -
James J. Lanham,-5-Hea- d
Photographer a
of the Index, "76-T-7
, h - . 4
MEDICAL
RECORDS
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Letters to the Editor
Gilbert Defends Review
Against Student Opinion
continued from page 4
guitarist in a small-tim- e band
from Cleveland.
The third objection was to
my calling "Real Good
Time", "Have Yourself a
Good Time." Those who
attended the concert may
recall that Michael intro-
duced the song as "Have
-- Yourself a Real Good Time." .
.My title, therefore is not as
far off as my critics proclaim
it to be.
The fourth objection was to
the mispelling of Jonah
Koslen's name. (I feel that
this -- is the only legitimate
objection.) Somewhere
between the album cover
that I referred to, my rough
draft, and my typed copy, the
name became somewhat
distorted. To Jonah, my
deepest apologies.
Mr: Zielinski et el also
chose to pass judgements on
my knowledge of Glass Harp
and on my writing ability.
Comments such as these
turn constructive criticism
into childish nonsense.
Respectfully.
John Gilbert
Box 1674
This year's Judicial Board would like to publicize the procedures used for hearing cases.The board believes that a better understanding tf what Judicial Board is. and how itfunctions will help answer some of the questions raised concerning the board. The JudicialBoard is not and does not operate as. a court of law. Rather, it is a hearing board which
attempts to act in and educational capacity. It is not the board's aim to "punish" individuals,but to assign penalties in such a manner that will help those accused and found guilty
realize the severity and consequences of their actions, as well as uphold the codes ofConduct and Academic Integrity. Please take a few minutes to read through, theseprocedures. If you should have any questions please feel free to contact any member of thisyear's Judicial Board.
Judicial Board members are: Students; Bill Reese, Megan North, Cindy Mache, LarryMiller, Joan Blanchard, Al Lewis, and Stu Massey. Faculty; Alfred Hall, Bradlee Karan,Jane Kopas, and LeRoy Haynes. Administration; Acy Jackson and Gary Thompson.Referees and Hearing Counsels are Greg Benckart Alec Land, Mark Longer and SteveReduga. Chairperson is Jay Burden.
PRIOR TO THE HEARING
Chairperson:
: y A. The Chairperson shall determine the charges and inform the accused of the ...
. 7 charges in writing. The Chair shall also inform the accused of hisher
choice of a Dean's Hearing or a Judicial Board Hearing.
E. After contacting the accused, the Chair shall establish the date, time,
and place of the hearing. The Chair shall allow the accused
sufficient time to prepare for the hearing.
Hearing CounselsReferees:
A. After the Chair person has contacted the accused, the hearing counsel
shall: " . . .. ......
(1) explain the charges to the accused;
(2) apprise the accused of the nature of the evidence on which the charges are .
v ; based, including actual deposition statements if appropriate;(3) review with the accused the procedures of the Judicial Board;
(4) explain the nature of the pleas to the accused; and
" (5) provide the accused with a copy of this sheet
B. The Hearing Counsel shall explain the procedures of the Board to the
-
, accuser arid all prospective witnesses .
Judicial Board: - --
A. ' If the accused is a group, the Judicial Board shall' determine whether
individual members of the group can be named as the accused instead of the
'
--j; croup.
B. The accuser shall be a member or members of the College community.
in instances in which there is evidence of violations without there being
a formal accuser, the College of Wooster will be named the accuser.
C. All information of relevance obtained by the Chairperson and the Hearing
Counsel must be shared with the Board during the formal hearing.
II. IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO THE HEARING
B.
The accused, accuser and witnesses shall remain outside the hearing room
until the formal hearing begins.
The Board will briefly discuss the general nature of the case and the
procedures to be followed.
III. THE HEARING
" Preliminaries: ,
' A.' The Chair shall be present plus a quorum of the Judicial Board:
five persons with one representative from each of the three constituencies
i :. (faculty, student and administration)..
B. The hearing shall be closed. Neither the Judicial Board nor the accused may
.
retain legal counsel during the hearing.
. C. The Chair shall bring accused and accuser into the hearing room.
Prior to the hearing, the Judicial Board will have determined whether the
witnesses are to be present at this point in the proceedings.
Hearing Counsel serve in cases involving violation of the Code of Conduct Referees
serve in cases involving violation of the Code of Academic Integrity.
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Outstanding Wooster
students were honored
Thursday, November 3, at the
annual Recognition Dinner.
Forty students received
prizes and scholarships in
honor of. their outstanding
work at the College.
In addition to prize-
winners, invitees included
upperclassmen with grade
averages above 3.8. National
Presbyterian College
Scholars, most National
Merit Scholars attending
Wooster, and national Merit
Semifinalist from local high
schools.
.The banquet was again
sponsored by Mr. and Mrs.
Donald W. Dewald of
Mansfield, who conceived
the idea and have sponsored
Blacks In
by Tracey Dils
On Nov. 5, Edward Davis,
clerk of City Council in Akron,
presented a, lecturedis-
cussion in the Black Studies
continuing series on Black
Politics. Davis, born in
Birmingham. Alabama;
moved to the North in his
youth and was active in the
Labor MovemerTt, the Civil
Rights Movement and the
as being involved in the
'Americans for Democratic
action.
Davis Legan his discussion
by express :ng his delight in
the role tha The Voice and
other college i wpapersplay
on college camp 'ses.Weare
suffering from a l "cklash of
the sixties, Davis exlained,
and such channels for
student involvement, and
participation are important in
preventing student apathy.
PERRY
OPTICAL
TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
COUPLETS NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAK2E3
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASS 3
LENSES DUPLICATED
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL
PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED
SS3 EAST LlSEnTY
Dr. '.Warren Anderson,
professor of Comparative
Literature at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst,
spoke to the gathering.
His topic. "A Fair Field Full
of Fplk,' V 'paralleled " the ,
students and selected faculty
in attendance with the
"dream vision of represent-- 1
atives of English society"
described in Langland's Piers
Plowmen, from which the
title of Anderson, noting the
diversity of the awards being
offered, called for the
furtherance of communi-
cation in the modern world.
He discussed the need for
"shared experience" in
literary, scientific, and.
philosophic endeavors.
Dr. Anderson, a distin-guish- ed
lecturer and
Politics
Davis cited Carl Stokes,
with whom he worked, as the
most impressive current
black politician while he feels
that Thomas Bradley of Los
Angeles as the most
contributing. Maynard
Jackson is also commend-
able within the realm of
minority politics. .
Davis also expressed his
disappointment wjth the
current administration.
Blacks were significant in
the election of Carter, he
said, and yet other than one
appointment of Andrew
Young, he sees no "major
changes in the political
system to provide for
minorities.
Finally Davis called for
unification of mankind is the
struggle to rid society of
racism. The issue is
according to Davis, man's
inhumanity to man as
opposed to specifically man's
inhumanity to the members-o- f
the black race.
Race Aids Heart Fund
Could you run 2 miles in 1 4
minutes? Well, 30 members
of Beta Kappa Phi did just
that last Sunday, November
6. The men of First Section
and the women of Chi Omega
Psi co-sponso- red a marathan
WOOSTER FISH.
Deep Sea Foods
featuring...
lobster
catfish -
shrimp
froglegs
turbot
Oysters
scallops
BBQribs
RESTAURANT
and
RETAIL FRESH FISH
.2S2-C3- 31
230 N. Buckeye
Idnored
Professor at Wooster from
1 950 through 1 967. has
published numer literary
anctltmusical reviews and
artidAs. . , , . .
Scholarship Prizes Announced
Sergio D'Onofrio
Laura Ingraham
Kathy Thompson " '.
.
Kate Tillotson
Debra Schwinn. Norman Voller
Margaret Kenny .
CarolCates ' - .;
Becky Blackshear
Bruce Gamble. Debra Schwinn
Joanne Collinge
AnneSchoch - ;' ;w
Bob Carter . .
Charles Baughman , l
Bertha Fountain
.
'..
Julie Buda
Mark Gustafson Richard Quayle. Jackie AnnZurcher
Kathryn Osborn - Alice
Mary Powers .
Becky Blackshear
Kate Strong " '
ftegina Rose Fuhry
MichaelCourey
Carolyn WHson
Betsy Bruce
Bruce Gamble. Debra Schwinn
Kathy Osborn
Mark Wilson
Rich Miska. Phil Ray
Rob Thompson
VickiMarx
PhilDiller. Jenni Haverkamp
AndyJanowicz
Cathy McDowell
MaryKisinger
Kent Wagner
Maria Marapao '
CyndiWeiler
AnnaSfhnfh - ' - "'
fIt ttfQuestionaire
Three weeks ago a
questionaire was given to the
body, sponsored by Kieffer
Financial Aid House. The six
questions' concerned com-
mon misconception held by
marry students (as well as
faculty & parents) about the
run to aid the Heart Fundand
raised a total of $2009.60 in
pledges. All of the proceeds
will go ' towards further
cardiovascular research. The
75 mile run between
Wooster and Cleveland took
. the runners approximately 834 . hours to complete.
Aa those who pledged are
urged to turn in their money
as soon as possible.
.
BEAUTY CENTER
hair stylists
Rcdkcn
R
K for Men
hair analysis
2S2-S3- 43 2 locations 2S4-C2- 01
345 N. Market
During Dinner
" He has lectured in Rome at
the University of Rome and
the America h Academya nd
at Oxford, the University of
London, and the University of
v
.
: ; -
Urlene Fern Brown Memoral Prize
t Elizabeth Hazlett Buchanan Scholarshipa
-
f ;..v John W. Chittum Prize in Chemistry
. ,
; f ;
. .'. 1
.
Alan C Collins Fund
Joseph A. Culler Prize in Physics
James Kendall Cunningham Memorial Prize
":
,
:. Aileen Dunham Prize in History
--
'
; '', t John D. FacklerA ward; ; HeinrichJenny-Schule- r Prize
. PaulE vans Lamale Prize in the Social Sciences
v
-
'
v Albert Gordon
Tom
Bernard Pfaff Scholarship
Netta Strajn Scott Prizes in Art
.
"
.
--
"'.-':
;
' Art......
.
.V History
-
v .
..
---
V- Studio Art
Helen Secrest Scholarship
: ' .Marie SextonAward
Edward Taylor Prizes
Francis & Elizabeth Twinem Prize
Karl VerSteeg Prize in Geology & Geography
Elizabeth Sidwell Wagner Prize in Mathematics
CaryR. Wagner Prize in Chemisty
Dr. John Gardner Weeks Scholarship Fund
.
. Miles a White Prize
-- Ji'
'.
Results Are
way financial aid is awaraea
and the amounts awarded.(Although about 1400
students responded, only 7
answered all questions
correctly. The results were
tabulated in terms of aid and
non-ai- d students and follow,
I. The College of Wooster
provides more grant
assistance to Wooster
students .than both federal
government and . state
government combined.
TRUE. Aid, 40, Non-ai- d
567'That's.. true and has
been for several years.".,
according to COW-Financi- al
Aid Director, Mr. Paul
Orehovec. "although the gap
. is closing." "We have many
generous friends and alumni
who continue to expand on
our endowement and . gift
precision ;
-
.
haircutting 0
Vldsl Sassoon
s. Bever-Rama- da Inn
Palermo. ' : 1:"- -
Dr. Anderson has studied
at Oxford, Harvard, ' and
HaverforcLColieges. '
.
Man Sanborn Allan Priza
Helen P. Arnold ScholarshipFund
Wilson Martindale Compton Scholarship
Lubrizol Scholarship
. LubrizolAwards
Hutchison Lytle Biology A ward
McGaw Memorial Scholarship
Neiswander Memorial A ward
'RobertE.Wilson Award
Ricardo Valencia Prize
- Francis Guille-Sec- or
Ralph Young Scholarship
Myron Peyton
J. Garber Drushal
PhiBeta Kappa
Suprising
scholarships, ana ounederal I
funding has increased
threefold over the last two
years for NDSL, College
Work Study and Supple-
mental Education Oppor-
tunity Grants (SEOG)."- -
2. There is - plenty of
scholarship: money for
undergraduate students
lying around unused. FALSE,
Aid 43, Non-ai- d 62. "This
misconception is usually
produced by Newspaper and
magazine articles, "said Mr.
Orehovec. "and usually
refers to unusual scholar- -'
ships with highly specific
eligibility requirements."
NOTE: Winter quarter Kieffer
House plans to' have their
outside scholarship data
bank set up to help students
find the unusual scholar-
ships they may qualify for.
. 3. A family that saves '
money for education is
penalized for being thrifty
and usually will not qualify
for financial aid. FALSE, Aid
continued on page 7
BEALLAVE
,
ECON-O-WAS- H
(Juct North otthm Collaga)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
t
- i
It fits! Prince Steve Thompson slips the slipper on Cathy
McQueen's foot Photo by Maria Snyder. . fr
CandleLight Concert
bunaay t p.m in
McGraw Chapel the Wooster
Chorus under the direction of
Dr. John Russell accompan-
ied by the Concert Choir will
present a Candlelight
" Concert. This is a chance for
the college community" to
celebrate the holiday in
.songs. , v. ,
Beth .Troendly organist,
-
"
will -- be' playing the Bach
prelude, "Come Now, Savior
of the World." The Chorus
will preform da Palestrina's
"Matin Responsitory" from
the back of the chapel and
will, process to .the front
singing . "Come Thou
Reedmer of; the Earth(Praetorius). -
Rev. Gordan Stewart will
pray for the Advent Season.
The audience is welcomed tojofn in singing several of the
most loved Christmas Carols.
Between carols, scriptures
will be read by. Dale Moore,
Rev. J.A. Baird, Helen
Osgood, Deborah Hilty,
Becky Blackshear, Jon
ily Planning Options
Planned ; Parenthood , is
showing itself to be an
important and needed
agency in this community.
They . pravide Family
Planning for those wishing to "
determine vtheir ;own
: freproduction.
Counseling on birth'
control is provided upon
request and is part of the
initial .contact of the client.
Referrals - are --, made for
voluntary sterilization,
abortions and . infertility ,
therapy. All records are kept
confidential. - r J
Clinics are scheduled on
Thursdays for those seeking
some son or Dircn convut.?
i The physical exam includes a
. pap and gonnorhea tests and
i a breast exam. Appointments
- are necessary., .;; -- .
J&esaascyJgsa .era lane
Fancher. Kathy Thompson,
and Rev. Gordon Shull.
'.. The group will also
perform Brahm's "The
Hunter", Vaughari-William- s
"Fantasy on'.Christmas
Carols", featuring baritone
David Young, and conducted
by Dr. Moore, Fum, Fum,
--Fum, ; Pat-a-pa- n, The Star
Carol, and several selections
from Benjamin Britten's "A
Ceremony of Carol"
, including a harp solo by
Patrice Lockhart
The College Choirs invite
you to participate in this
Christmas celebration, and
hope ajl will attend.
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Abuse Programs
student identify the need, the
. talk about whether alcohol is
a viable response " to that
need. ..alcohol abuse is
usually a cue to a deeper
problem," Moore said.
The alcohol awareness
program, in past years, has
been criticized putting
students immediately on the
defensive; this year's
program will try to avoid that
nrnhiAm as much as possible.
"We are not-pointi- ng the
finger at people," said Ms.-Orr- .
"For us to be repressive
does no good."
She identified "a real gap"
in the discussion of alcohol
abuse which exists not only
between the Deans' staff and
students, but among friends.
Questions counselors and
friends must ask themselves
"include:
How do I point out
potential alcohol abuse to a
friend without appearance of
meddling?
How do I help a friend
resolve
..-
- any problem notjust an alcohol problem-- -
without meddling in his or
her private affairs?
There are no black-and-whi- te
answers to these
questions, either.
Honest discussions of
alcohol abuse are difficult
enough among friends, let
alone between students and "
members of the Deans' and
Myers' staff.
"We're not telling people
NOT to drink," Moore
stressed, "just trying to teach
them to drink responsibly...
Non-ai- d 28. There are
some cases where this is
true, but many are not The
main factor is that for an
independent student we
must take their actual yearly
income, whereas for a
dependent student we use
national norms for summer
income so an independent
student could get less aid."
6. The College of Wooster
provides more grant
assistance to those students
participating in varsity
athletics. FALSE, Aid 33,
Non-ai- d 58. "We have to
report to the Ohio Athletic
Conference to make sure
both the total amount of aid
and the breakdown between
grant, loan and job is
by giving people information
on what constitutes
responsible drinking."
- Alcohol education is
frustrated by the fact that
America is unique in that it
has no national norms
regarding drinking.
"Even in Germany,"
Moore noted, "drunkenness
is not acceptable. In America,
though, no consensus exists
as to the difference between
responsible and irresponsi-
ble drinking patterns and
there is no clear line between
acceptable drinking and
alcohol abuse.
The lack of norms
frustrates alcohol education
attempts here, too. A
majority of students
responding to the SGA poll
agreed that "an occasional
drunk is O.K., so long as it
doesn't interfere with
studies or responsibilities."
- In additon, students, asked
to assist their peers' drinking
patterns, estimate that from
T 0 to " 40 of their fellow
students drink to "excess."
Despite those statistics,
few students see drinking as
a problem on campus.
' Moore doesn't agree with
suggestions that more
students are drinking now
than a few years ago. "If
anything," he said, "fewer
students are using mari-juana and the same number
are drinking."
That, however, doesn't
lessen the need for
education on responsible
drinking patterns.
Kieffer House Questionnaire ResultsAre Suprismg
continued from page 661, Non-ai- d 36. "Not
true, for example, in looking
at two middle income
families- - with the same
' income, a $30,000 home
! paid off and one child in
college, if one family has
I saved $20,000 and the other
nothing the family that saved
would probably be expected
on. a daily basis. The two- - ,
minute and two-ho- ur tests
are .available. Appointments
are not necessary.
".--.' Close contact' is main-
tained , with ' school, com-
munity, civic and profession
groups who are sensitive to
human sexuality, family
planning and birth control.
Speakers and programs can
be arranged, contact Ms.;
Chenevy 262-486- 6. Free
literature is always available.
This agency is located at
504 Beall Ave. and is open
Monday thru Friday. 8:30 to
4:30; closed 12-- 1. ;w
f DRIVERS WANT tt rt
fApply in person at Dominoes Pta f
- . 24-980- 09 -
wwwwiMM mini
Alcohol
continued from page 1
packet' of information on
various aspects of alcohol
use and abuse. The packets
are being distributed through
Myers House, as well.
Indirect programming
: involves the - creation of
alternative, hon-alcoh- ol
oriented programs. . In this
area, programming at
Zeitgeist will be stepped up,
as ' will - programs within
residence halls. .
- Assertiveness workshops,
in which students are taught
to relate to each other and
make their own rational
decisions, - will also be
stressed, according to Ms.
Orr.
- In additon, Wooster plans
to apply for funding for both
direct and indirect program-
ming from- - the Ohio
Department of Health
Funding program, which
provides money ,for. alterna-
tive activities. X J
Residence Hall Staffs.
i Each , R.A., this year, is
required
.
to present one
program . on alcohol during -
. Fall Quarter, and another in
the Winter.
Alcohol use and abuse and.
the physiological and
psychological effects of
alcohol were ' extensively
discussed during the
Residence Staff training
program this fall. . .
"R.A.'s." said Moore,
"realize that people drink for
different reasons." Their first
task, he added is to discover
the reason.
- "The R.A. must help the
to contribute $500 - $1000
more. The family that saved
is still in a much better
financial position." .
4. Over 60 of those
students who worked on
campus during the 1 976-7- 7
academic year were
classified "work study."
FALSE. Aid 76, Non-ai- d
43. "This is false, about
50 were 'work study.' "
'There are. many non-ai- d
students working and any
student who needs employ-
ment should stop by the
Student Employment Of-
fice."
. 5. A student will get more
financial' aid if heshe can
prove - independence from
parents. FALSE. Aid 70,
. LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
If we lose our respect for any part of life, we will lose our
respect for all of life.
- ALBERT SCHWEITZER
3 ABORTION FACTS
The most distinguished scientific meeting of the lest decade, the First
International Conference en Abortion, 1 967, decided the question of when
human Kfe begins. These eminent biochemists, professors of obstetrics and
gynecology, and geneticists could find "no point in time between the union of
the sperm and egg, or at least the blastocyst stage and the birth of the infant et
which point we could we say this is not a human life...Ths changes occuring
between implantation, a six weeks embryo, a sn month fetus, one week old
child, and a mature eduK are merely stages of development and maturation.'
ABORTION TAKES HUMAN UFEI
' V'-- ' r J ; Advertisement '
l-r-
entel fey tWayne County Richt to Life
equivalent for participants
and non-participan- ts. A
common misconception is
that if a student drops out of a
sport heshe will lose aid.
Aid is not to be reduced for
that reason."
This concludes our survey.
Anyone, with further
questions should stop by
Kieffer House or the
Financial Aid Office.
Flair Travol
Consultants
343E.DOWMANST.
, . For Your
; Convenience
. Just oil the College
. Campus For ALL
Your Travel Inquirfe
and Weeds
TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUR
Morch 7-2- 1. 1978
Course credit offered
See Dr. Shutz
CALL
264-650- 5
ii i- -
-
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Into the home stretch...studying for finals.
Wooster's
by Susan Dorn
Cyrano de Bergerac at
Wooster - what a grand
performance! In spite of its
three and a half hour length,
what funl Cyrano Richard
Figge, known offstage as a
German professor, carried
the show through with
finish, supported admirably
throughout by the 'cast of
thousands' demanded by its
playwright, Rostand. -
Act I opened bewildering
eye and ear alike with loud
apparel and fragmented
.
conversations of pickpocket,
aristocrat and musketeer.
The excitement built into
melee until the entrance of
Cyrano. Then all fell into
place-ther- e was the hero,
. how dashing! but what a
nose, how comic! Richard
Figge's only lack in finish in
this was in the well-choreograph- ed
sword-pla- y; his left
Store Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 9:30 to 5:30
; Friday and Saturday Night Till 9
COMPLETE STOCKS
' OF
Men's & Women's
Clothing
and
Furnishings
"
.
'
.
.
.. .,
'. Including cotton denim flares with button front
or zipper styles.
Good Merchandise
Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879
Public Square, Wooster, Ohio
.
Cyrano Efforts Prove
arm was raised awkwardly,
not at all in polished Cyrano
style. Ligniere John Warner)
provide a believable coward,
and Jodelet (Keith Taylor)
great comic relief, in
memorable capsule - per-
formances!
Acts II and III were
combined, v and served to
acquaint the audience more
fully with characters
introduced at the Hotel de
Bourgogue. Baker Rague-ne- ar(Bruce Longworth)
presented a fully developed
personality . as cuckolded
husband and misunderstood
patron of . poets.. .and a
peerless baker. It was an
excellent portrait. We also ,
met Christian (Jonathan
Harvey) and Roxanne (Elaine
Fisher) who, necessarily,
looked good- - although not a
few wondered about
Roxanne's mental suitability
"Shrew"
by Tracey Dils
The College of Wooster
audiences were delighted
this weekend by very fine
performances by the touring
company of the Great Lakes
Shakespeare Festival.
' Saturday evening and
Sunday afternoon, Shake-
speare's 'Taming of Mthe
Shrew was featured.
I had always conceived
'Taming of the Shrew" to be
an utterlv anti-femin- ist work
and therefore it was
distasteful to me. The play is
a study in the subduing of a
violent women.
Indeed, the plot line of the
play seems to suggest such
an interpretation. The play
revolves around a group of
players who present, the
short play "The Shrew" as
for Cyrano. (How could she
not have puzzelled about
"Christiana's" newfound
eloquence, while Cyrano
wooed- - and won the heart of
every woman in the
audience?) .
The last acts, IV and V,
thankfully moved quickly. De l
Giche (Dan Treadwell)
transformed himself well
into a sympathetic character,
almost into cadet de Gascon.
Also excellent was the fast-flowi- ng
timing of the cadet
and their commander. 'The
"old acquaintance!!. Death,
finally catches up with
Cyrano, but not until even
pragmatist Le Bret (Chris
HenleyV along with the
audience, was reduced to
tears in fine melodramatic
form. The center-stag-e tree,
a marvel of set-buildi- ng,
shed a distracting number of
leaves Wednesday night;
nevertheless, it worked.
Somehow the performance
pulled together to leave the
audience satified and
pleased. ':
Elements other than acting
were responsible for the
itltis iUk
part of a trick played upon the
drunken Christopher Sly.
The characters of the troupe
proceed to present a play
which concerns the dis-
agreeable character of
Katerina and the attempts of
her new husband, Petruchio,
to subdue her. At the play's
conclusion, it appears as if
Petruchio has succeeded in
subduing Katerina as is
evidenced in the final scene
when, as a show of her
obedience, she places her
hand between the ground
and Petruchio's foot. The
theme of the play, at least as
it is usually interpreted, to
blatant and distasteful
sexism.." V "
The direction of Daniel
Sullivan lent believability to
Shakespeare's seemingly
Fruitfu I
pleasure of the performance,
however. Lighting designer
Alan Johns worked out
suitable atmosphere for each
act, and the crew of Meg
Burnham and' Scott Peterle
followed his directives well,
especially in what must have
been difficult, Cyrano's death
scene. The set itself was
wondrous in its ability to
provide exactly the right
background for a variety of
setting while remaining
basically the same construc-
tion. Music and sound
forepeople Brian Dykjstra
and Mary Edson went to
great lenths to achieve
realism- - going so far as to
tape the Wooster Orchestra
tuning up before rehearsal as
background music. Kudos to
... the costume and makeup
people, all. .
Cyrano was my first taste
of theatre at Wooster, and I
enjoyed it thoroughly as an
excellent college perform-
ance. What might have been
simply a one-ma- n perform-
ance from Richard Figge was
directed to highlight all the
cast,Ieads and extras, too.
VMI
ilHl irIMf iliti i(turn; sl
3w
Production
First frJ Federal i? izzzh
Saving & Loan Association of 'Wooster --
1812 Cleveland Road 2647812- -
Praised
anti-femin- ist tract. We are
; aware that Petruchio has not
succeeded so much in
subduing Kate as he has in
compromising , her to the
situation. . . ' .
- In the final scene that is
described above, Sullivan --
demonstrates this by having
Katerina push ; Petruchio
from his chair after she-- ,
" placed her hand beneath his
foot...SuIlivan mollifies the
; biting sexism of "The
Shrew" by making such
; attitudes into mockery. The
work becomes more appeal-
ing to the modern audience
through this interpretation.
Dennis Liscomp as
'. Petruchio also added to the
credibility of this version of
"The Shrew". He seems not
T as self --assured as I have
V. seen Pertruchio played in "
other versions and indeed,
seemed rather uncertain of
exactly what Katerina would
' do next. Sarah Woods was,
I perhaps, a ' more violent
Katerina that I have
encountered in other
versions, but her loving --
glances, although reluctant,
: to Petruchio bring warmth to ;
her character. Petruchio and .
Kate seem; in short,
intimately connected by both
of their natures which
' curiously combine a sense of S
arrogance and warmth.
John Q. Bruce as; Bion--
dello, a page, lends to the
play a delightful sense of
slapstick comedy. His
lengthy dissertations and '
naive and bashful comments
are made for enjoyable
s diversion. Similarly. Bruce
Somerville's" character-- '
ization of Christopher Sly,
the drunk in the first scene, is
consistently humorous until
the play's conclusion. --
It is indeedJmpressive to
. have encountered such d
refreshing interpretation of
, what I had long ago
dismissed as a sexist,
? irrelevant tract. : ' ..
In Sullivan's version, we
see what can almost be
considered a mockery of this .
attitude. Modern audiences
and particularly modern
feminists will be happy to
consider this interpretative
option. ' :" ''f:
v;oniD-v;i- D:
; jnwELfe
SERVICE
TAKES VOU
Art Leads Where?
' by Mina Roustayi .
One of the least repre-
sented departments atCareer Planning and
Placement has been studio
and art history. Well, things
are changing as was evident
at last Monday night's
second seminar for .art
majors in the world of work
and education. It was a joint
undertaking between CPPS
and the art department in the
faculty lounge. r " V"
' Mr. Acy Jackson, director
of Career Planning and
Placement, opened the panel
discussion. He stated that it
was not :: the intention of
CPPS to emphasize higher
education as prerequisite for '
.work in art related vocations.
In face, one of the aims of the
panel discussion was to
examine and evalute their
relationship. He continued to
say
. that . the --reason . the .
panelists were primarily
college related, except for
. Hank Lippisch who was an
industrial -- designer, was
because they happened to be
a resourceful group with
diverse interests and
experiences. He encouraged
the
.
listeners who were
invited faculty and students
from the art department to
ask questions.
The two. hour discussion
was surprisingly hectic, ;
encouraging, frank, and
realistic, because of the .
diversity - in- - personalities,
backgrounds, and exper-
iences. Lynn Cameron -- had
worked in a museum in
Portland, Oregon on an
urban off-camp- us program.
Annetta Jefferson, English
professor. related her
experience with WVIZ
television station in
Cleveland as writer and
director of educational
programs. She encouraged
studio and art history
students to seriously look
into opportunities in
photography, designing and
teaching in television, as -
DINO'S
DRIVE - THRU
Pizza
Besr-Win- e,
Champagne
11:00 to 11:00
phone: 232-044- 4
Riflht at tt feet ef Beail. .
well as set and costume
designing in theatre.
.
Marcia MacOonald, a
Wooster Alumni and current
weaving instructor, men-
tioned her various work
involvement in art. ' from
teaching weaving to
emotionally disturbed
children to photographer for
a rock promoter. - She
emphasized the importance
of creativity, enthusiasm,
originality and analytic
thinking as successful tools
for establishing - contacts
continued on page 10
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Th is Year's Orchestra Off to Good Start
Music Review: The Wocster
Symphony Orchestra
by Lisa Vickery
. The Wooster Symphony
Orchestra started off on the
right foot with the season's
premier concert held last
Sunday evening in McGraw
Chapel. The orchestra,
comprised of over fifty
musicians selected from
CO W. students and
Wooster community mem-
bers, played exceptionally
well, especially after
considering that they have
been working under the new
conductor, Ms. Nancy
Buckingham, for such a short ,
time.. , -- .. . :
. .
--
.,.jThe concert opened with a ?
smooth blend of. strings in
"Iphigenia In Aulis Ove-
rture." From there the
orchestra went on to give its
interpretation of Beeth-
oven's "Symphony No. 1 in C
Major," The first movement
of the symphony consisted of
an "adagio molto" and an
"allegro con brio." The latter
could be described as having
instrumental . antiphonal
Uncle Bob's
1
. Chose your Christmas gift
before Winter Breaks
2. Take out finals frustrations
on a shopping spree.
3. Buy new table accessories for
Thanksgiving Dinner
8 vOiA Gift to
H 7 ?K-W- s S
1(f . - "... --T-
'It's all over between us,
sections between the oboe
and the flute. The third
movement was not a
characteristic "minuetto" as
Beethoven entitled it.
Minuets have a tendency
towards being tiresome but
this movement had a great
deal of substance to it The
string's technical adorn- -
ments made the movement
much more interesting than
a simple minuet.
" The feature piece of the
concert, the "Adagio in G
Minor For Strings And
Organ" by Tomaso Albinoni
came after the intermission.
For this number the
spotlights were on violinist
Kypros Markou, the orches- -'
tras new concertmaster, and
organist John Russell, a
professor here at the college.
The violins, cellos and basses
alternatly joined in and
abstained from the high-
lighted chords and cadenzas
of the organ and solo violin.
The violin cadenzas were
neither ostentatious nor
flamboyant resulting in the
"Adagio" being pure, and
sayings:
Celebrate
Homecoming
3S
MabeH Can't you see I've come up in the world?'
beautiful. '
The woodwinds again
returned to on stage for the
last work of the evening,
Brahm's "Variations on
A Theme by Haydn." The
"Variations" is composed of
ten brief sketches, all of
different moods with such
decoration of the theme as to
all almost disquise it. The
brass periodically joined in
with the strings for a
majestic effect but through-
out the "Variations", the
woodwinds prevailed with
their counter point and
counter-melodie- s.
Hopefully, this concert is a
good indication of what we
are able to expect of the
remainder of the orchestra's
concert season. Despite the
applause that brought the
house down, McGaw Chapel
is still standing.
YOUR ATTE NTI ON PLEAS E !
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT
'THE
COMMERCIAL
BANKING & TRUST COMPANY -
WITH YOU, OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS, IN MIND!
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
WE'RE NOW...
THE
CENTRALTRUST
COMPANY
The eWsiveSt folate hb
cup before tlitt
started JtuJ.Vtfr
OF WAYNE COUNTY
affiliation to practical use;
141 North Walnut St.
and
Cleveland Rd.
at Portage
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL TRUST of Wayne
County....downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manned , v
Our state-wid- e Central Trust
modernizing our main office; and installing the Day and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
service to You. on campus!
DAY and
NIGHT BANK
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GENIUS::.' GPPS Art Seminar- - C-- 3eld
ACHlSVEMrSTRfPESON7HE tVHGS OF
-
MELOC9&M? TRAL AMP TRIBMATKHf...
Ctf MS SOLO FVGHTACROSS THXTAmANTTG, "
faST FOR SfSmfSTTCWJ
WENT TO EN&AHP, 7,
JOtVAtEXfiS CARREL, SOR&EOH-BOLOGtS- T,
tNAPMNCfNG lStupy of MscHwrcAL heart
VALVES ANP VESSELS.
MEREST
BO-AiECHAN- fCS STEMHIEPFRQtf
HfS PAYS ATThE UHrYERSTTY OF
WISCONSN WHERE HES71PTEP .
&V&NEERNG ffEFORE ENUSTTN&
A3 A FLYNS CAPET THEAffZ :
fOPAY &OE TO
HUNPREPS
PEOPLE
THROUGH
"-
- AR77FCAL
SYSTEMS
THE AMERCAfJ SOCETY
New 8"' "n
to avoid conflicting scneauung wnicn couiu .
to enable8"slcurto anticipate any special needs
:The Coordinator offer's the
-
oDDortunity to examine the total caienaar in oruer w "k-k- yr .
- information about and assistance in location, special equipment, supplies, etc(i.e,, approval may be denied) with theThe following functions must be registered
Facilities Office (Extension
A. Any event taxing piace in a living uimsiwini'T
.
Hall Director will be part of the registration process l-
-
B All social events taking
must be registered four
11:30 p.m. :
I. In scheduling events the
--ADVANCEMENTS V . -
OF THOUSAHPS OF
ARE LTVMG ACTfYE OYESy
THE USE OF FttEMAKERS,
JONTS ANP TRANSPORT...
FOR THE HANPfOAPPEP. .
OCtODer 1. WB Deiieve mey 010 ini(wi. --"f - -- - - . c.aiiitiaeUsable that all social functions held on campus be scheduled with the Facilities
.
. .--
-.i . tnr than roacnnc .PoordUOOrUIIldlUInator ICMCM9IWIcxtension OU)
--
-
OF A1ECHANCHL EASAEERS.
.
annroved
in uowry, --" n
.t- -
following services as part of the
570) :.j
place outooors invoivina mu.
days in advance. H is expected
.:' .... . .following conditions as io location, umo.
ALrvIng' units may sponsor an all-camp- us event with 3.2 beer in the residence if there
is no monetary charge to the participants and if it is approved by the Residence Hall
Director (Contact People in small houses).
B Living units or other recognized campus organizations may request to sponsor an aii-camp- us
event with 3.2 beer and cover charge (i.e., for entertammenvfood costs, etc.)
only if the event is held in the Student Entertainment Center- "Cage . The sponsor is
subject tojhe approval and regulations set up by the Student Entertainment Center
Committee anT requests for use of the Jacility should be made through the Lowry
Center Director's Office. .'''- - - .......
II. It is understood that those persons organizing an activity accept responsibility tor
making arrangements which will assure: y -
1) necessary control over access, - '
2) service of alcoholic beverage only to those eligible by Ohio statute,
'3) control over excessive noise, . ' : r
4) control over behavior of guests. ' . " . K
5) limiting the consumption of alcoholic beverages only to those areas where such
consumption is permitted by State Law and college policy (see page 48. Scot s Keyj.
All members of the unit hosting the event who are in attendance will also share
responsibility if there is need to confront: ': ' . ;
1 ) uninvited guests, J- - 'r:"r' ' "'' X'- - f
2) noise complaints, - J : . ; '' : v. " . .
4) drinSnVwhic place outside the areas designated by College policy. .
Y All social events taking place in a residence hall and involving guests from otherVeswSSce haTls will takl place during Visitation Hoursol that hall. Visitation: Sunday --
Thursday, noon to midnight; Friday
"-
- Saturday, noon to 1:00 a.m.) Hours of use in all
:
'other facilities will be the same as for residence halls. r . . .for establishing reasonaMe limit? i for theIII. It is expected that each unit be responsible
. . A W h. masI at a social evenu. mo ioIvi. Weekday (Sunday dinner
ainiY nirTBTBW VIIM Ilium UOWWIWui ure
through Friday lunch) social
continued from paged
with interested employers. '.
" Rebecca Seaman, studio
art professor, traced her
: involvement and preparation
in studio art and assessed
the value of M.F.A. programs "
for further preparation for
: teaching or professional art.
Clayton Lee inserted a ;
"7 critical evaluation of M.F.A.
-- programs. He granted their
value in instructing artistic
technical skills and teaching
skills, as well as acquiring
knowledge in whatever other
humanistic or scientific area
the particular individual , is
interested in However, he
criticized M.F.A. programs in
..producing involved and .
mature artists equipped tb-de- al
with art both as a
humanistic discipline as well
as a commercial commodity
in the art market .
Cindy Mache related Her
contact and course she toolC
from an .art -- therapist. '
Essentially 'art therapy is a
new and open field with only
three hundred qualificants
bv Campus Council on
.
.aee rA that nvAnt OT OthflrS
"vr -
such as parking, entry of
registration Pffcess:
i Droval of
- -
.
-
.
r r
that outdoor events end at
.:.'ui.i,anafnitha
r . :
events in residence halls.
nvH-ilvri- nn alcohol andor lOUu music snouiu nui w mamw. . - - : . . J
subject to adjudication by the Judicial System, (see pages 46-4- 9. Scors Key.)
competing for jobs, of which
two hundred are in New
York. Though new, exciting,
and fulfilling, the profession
is hampered by lack of money
for institutions to hire art
therapists. i r ; -
The seventh panelist was
Mina Roustayi who spent
last spring semester on the
GLCA arts program in New
York, working at the
Zabriskie Gallery. She had a
rude awakening to the
realities of art business,,
where her reverence for art
as an ultimate plastic
expression ' of humanistic
endeavors were told to be
irrelevant. - However, she
recommended the program
for anyone, seriously
interested In art. --
y Hank Uppisch was a real
asset and balance to the
opposing views expressed by
the panelists. He was the
oldest and most experienced
in the art - market, An
industrial designer,, he had
regularly changed employers
and is currently self-- ?
SGA Act ion Summed
by Dean Walker .
VOLUNTEER SPEAKERS,
GUIDE
'
' In its continuing -- quest to
create more effective", com-
munication on the College of
Wooster campus, SGA is
asking for your cooperation in
compiling the new Volunteer
Speakers GuidecThis booklet
will contain the names or
colleae Dersonnel, faculty.
students, alumni, and friends
of the college who are willing
to address' students and
various organizations. All per--.
sons interested in the program
should submit their name,
addressphone number, rela-
tion to the college, and a fist of
? the topics they feel competent
in discussing to the SGA. box
.3183 by the end of the
quarter. Interested persons are
'strongly encouraged to in--
elude a discussion areas out-- ''
side ; their particular field of
study, (Le., hobbies, special
interests, etc.). .
It is our- - hope that The
Volunteer Speakers Guide will
aid dorms, program houses,
and other organizations with ;I
their programming and sched-
uling and promote discussion
on a variety of issues among
students faculty;" and college
;
personnel outside the typical
classroom . or office setting. 'I
Please take the time to submit,
the required information to the
SGA, Box 3183. If you have
any questions, please contact
George Crisci, Ext . 330 and
'Box. 1332.. ;
LIBRARY HOURS
Mr. Robert Goiter, COW-- -
Librarian, attended Monday's
General Assembly meeting
: and addressed the issue of
employed in commercial
artwork. He balanced the
varied perspectives in the
panel-- , by confirming that
even commercial art has the
y fulfillment of any other art
form. .The important thing is
to develop one's own feeling
" and sense of which aspect of
art one wants to be part of,
a nd the seek a work situation
in which one's artistic sense
, and commitment to art does
not conflict with demands of
, placement. ; .1,--V; : - . : -- v"
r- - The panel was stimulating,
perhaps too general for some
and just right for those who
are beginning to think about
art. Interested nonart
majors expressed the desire '
' to be - notified of future
seminars. In any case it it
important that channels of
communication between the
students and faculty of the
art department.and the staff
; :of CPPS remain active and
continue developing pro-
grams in the. options and
- opportunities existent in art.
extending the present library
hours. The focal points of the
discusion were: 1 ) the cost and
staffing for extended hours; 2)
would a - quiet . study place
suffice or is there a need for
the library's facilities. The SGA
and Mr. Goiter agree that a
: trial period of extended hours
during the winter quarter
would be the answer. SGA will
be speaking with - President .
Copeland concerning the
funding of extended hours in
- the near future. ; ; -
PUBLICITY - '
.
' Jane Denovchek, Lowry
Center Intern," discussed rea-
sons for the change in the
publicity of Lowry Center. The
concept of a complete pub-
licity center is central to this
move. The publicity shift has
" effectively placed all publicity
on the main floor. This move is
a temporary one and will be
- evaluated at the end of the
l' winter quarter. : T
APPLICATIONS :
' Applications for the SGA
; Externship Program are now
:
'
available in the Career Plan-- V
ning and Placement Office. I
encourage --
.
all sophomores,
juniorst and "seniors to apply
for ; these worthwhile experi- -'
ences. Remerhber, all applica-
tions are due by Friday, Nov--z
ember 1ST Applications for the
Trustee Committees are still
available at the LowryCenter
: Front Desk - and must be
returned by this afternoon.
mirrirr lens WEARERS. Stvm on
brand nam hard and aoft ton supplies.
Sand for frao uiustraiao ennog. mto
Laos Suppliaa. Bo 7463. , Phoanix.
Jjy Cindi Braham
The LCB Special Events
Committe plays one of the
most important roles in the
planning and organization of
student activities on campus.
1
Co-Chairpers- ons Barb
McBride and Laura Ingraham
along with other members of
the committee, have done an
excellent job with the
activities they have 5 been
involved with. Their v term
runs from i Spring Quarter
through Winter Quarter and
they have planned and are
planning many activities for
COW students. ,
The committee's bicaest
nmittMinetimrinflwfis Alfred
E. Packard Day, which most
students agree was a great
success. They were also in
charge of the organization ofDnt.' WAAVn(fanathar --i
weekend that ran smoothly
'and successfully.
. This year, due to a lack of
interest. Barb and Laura had
to handle' Homecoming
weekend almost entirely by
themselves. Once again,
they came through and
presented the students,
along with faculty, admini--
stration and hundreds of
Alumni with a fantastic
Homecoming program;
The committee has already
started to make plans for
Winter - quarter.. Some of
their tentative ideas include
i Pit Parties, several work- -
Music To
(CPSr-Mu- sic to get down
with may become a thing of
the past on campus.
Beginning January 1,
colleges will be paying
royalties on most live and
recorded music heard on
campus! Royalty fees are
expected to bring dis-
harmony to student activity
budgets and that's why the
get down might go. Licensing
New Year's Eve
: Party Tonight
On Friday night from 9--1 in
The Cage there will be a New
Year's Eve Party, featuring a
Masquerade Ball. Admission
will be 75C, but those
wearing a costume will only
' be charged 500. There will be
a contest for Best Costume at
11:00 and there will be a
Dance Contest at 1 1 :30.
There will be dancing
throughout the evening and
party favors will be provided.
On Saturday Disco-Por- t, a
disco company of DJ.'s from
Cleveland will provide music
to dance to. This event will
last from 9-- 1 and there is a
750 cover charge. ID'S are
required for both events. This
is the final weekend of
activities at the Cage so have
yourself a good time before
finals roll around. :
. shops and a Union Night The
Pit Parties would take place
during .the week and would
.be similar to a study break,
. Ideas for workshops include
breadmaking, plant growing
' and terrarium building. They-- :
are also planning "real life"'
workshops 'that will -- be
- presented over a two week . ,
period. These workshops --
would be informative and be
designed to help - students ;
with real life situations. They
?' may ; include, room decora--tin- g,
presented by an interior :
decorator, a - mechanical
workshop on how to fix
different things, a lawyer, to
inform students of their
rights as adults, or other
similar topics.
Another project , that is
beina planned is a union
iniaht in Lowrv Center from 8
p.m. until 3 a.m. They hope to
make the night similar to
Alfred E. Packard day. with a-danc- e
the ballroom, silent
rrfoyies, musical entert-
ainment, Bananas Olym-
pics" and then top off the
night with
'
a large breakfast
at 3:00.
- Although these plans are
cleared and ready to go, the
committee has not decided
on any definite dates. They
are optimistic about all : of
their tentative ideas,:
because no major program-in- g
is scheduled for winter
and they will be able to spend
Be Taxed
fees could run as high as half
.
of every student activities
budget
v Thanks to a bill signed by
President Ford last year
colleges and universities will
no longer be exempt under
the federal copyright law
from payment of royalties for
music played on campus.
Music covered by the law
runs from rock to rag to.
Rondeau: Nothing is sacred :
'
whether
.
it be live John
Denver concerts, band music
at football games or record
parties at the local sorority.
Even muzak in. the cafeteria
is covered. Anytime a fee is
charged for an event that
includes music copyrighted
by one of the big three
copyright agencies royalties
will have to be paid.
No one is certain yet how
the fee arrangements will
operate. Several organiza-
tions from higher education
are meeting this month with '
the three music licensing
agencies. Between the three
are held the copyrights to
virtually all music published
in the last 75 years. Since a
college cannot know in
" advance whosesmusic maybe
performed on its campus, it
will have to pay fees to all
three under three seperate
contracts. A blanket
Ahead
time on these smaller
projects. ; .
Their last project for this
quarter will take place
! tonight. They, along with the
Cage . Committee, are co-- ;
sponsoring a New Year's Eve
party in the Cage. It will be a
masquerade ball with disco
dancing. Hats and balloons
will be given to all who are
interested and there will be a
dance contest in the middle
of the evening. Prizes will be
given to the best dancers and
the best costumes. Admis-
sion will be 50 cents for all
persons in costume and 75
cents for all others. --
: The Co-chairpers- ons are
looking for additional
members for Winter Quarter.
Any interested student is
urged to give their name and
box number to the secretary
in the LCB office or contact ,
Barb at ext. 214 or Laura at I
ext. 338.
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Cage Undergoing Renovation
" As you enter the Cage this
weekend, you'll get a glimpse
of what's ahead in student
entertainment. Under the
supervision of Bill Daywalt,
Lowry Center Board is giving
a new look to the place where
' numbers of --students while
away their weekend nights.
The Cage will bd taking on '
a classier look at the
beginning of winter quarter.
'The dance floor will be
featured by a highlighted
ceiling and new disco-styl- e
lighting. Walls and tables will
be repaired and paintings
will decorate the walls,
creating a more personable
atmosphere.
Why the change? LCB
wants to cater to all students
on campus, and the new
Cage will make itself more
accessible to performers,
speakers, and formal dances,
in addition to the casual
dances and discos presently
held.
Go Rocky!
This Saturday, November
1 2th, the award winning
movie. Rocky, will be shown
in Mateer at 3:00, 6:00, an J
9:00 p.m. Because of trio
. extreme expense of the film it
is necessary for the Film
Committee to increase the
.entrance fee to $1.00 to
cover the added expense. We
feel that this is not an
outrageous increase for a
film of this caliber. If there is
sufficient interest in showing
more films of this quality,
then it may be necessary n
then it may be necessary in
the future to increase the
attendance charge to cover
the cost.
- So bring extra money this
weekend because popcorn
and candy will also be sold.
rf WEE7FV write J
,
; '. '.
'Eaualling the uiange of
appearance in the Cage, the
entertainment . for winter
quarter is of a wider variety,"
explains Bill Daywalt, co-
ordinator of Cage operations.
''Hopefully winter program-
ming in the Cage will meet
more people's Interests."
Coming up in. the Cage
next quarter are:
a dinner theatre, featuring
The Star-Spangle- d' Girl
a club-sponsor- ed 1 2-ho- ur
dance marathon
a dance opening Black
Awareness Week, with
cheese and crackers.
rather than the regular
DID VOUKUOVJ
27 MUJON NEW JOBS
CREATEP ANt? TOTAJL
lOhipmia that PgetOL? .
fare of snacks
? jjjjg
HER 17" VlEMRLOY- - V U f,l I
a talent show from Wag-
ner Hall
a possible evening where
: professors and students
join in "roasting" a faculty
member
a coffee house with stu-
dent performers.
If your dub, section, dorm
or organization is planning a
special event, the Cage is
also available for private
parties. LCB is also open to
and eager for co-operat- ive
programming t with other
campus groups,, in order to
widen the scope of student
entertainment at Wooster.
. H
MANY FACTS LIKE THESE
ARE COVEREP N
'THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC
SYSTEM ... AMP YOUR'
PART IN IT, A tf&,BOOKLET nsTRfSUTEPSY
THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL .
FOR A FREE COPY. WRITE
ECONOMICS, PUEBLO,
COLORADO, 8009.
FEMALE EMPLOYMENT ALMOST P&OBLEP,
A3 MOKE THAN SS MLLAQN OF THESE NEW
JOBS WERE RUEPBY WOMEN.
,
I
'fi
V
t:
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Misinterpretations Regffetted
The Wooster Voice regrets communication among the
any misconceptions which students of the College of
occurred as to the intentions Wooster the O.S.U. Agricul--o- f
the Informer, a trt-coHe- ge - tural-Technic- al Institute, and
' newspaper published earlier. Wayne General College, and
this quarter by Mr. Lindsay we respect his statement that
Koons. he had no intention of mislead- -
We recognize Mr. Koons' ing students .of this or any
stated intention to further --other college.- -
Parking lyieter- -
By Robert Waite
. ;' Pacific News Service
' Robert Waite, a frequent
contributor to. PNS, - is
'
.
managing editor of North
Shore: Sunday, in Danvers,
---
. I hate Carl C. McGee.
'r. Now you have to under-
stand I hate very few people. ,
- For instance, I don't hate"
Richard Nixon.
.
Or Howard
: "Cosell.
I don't even hate kJi Amin
Dada, although I must admit
he's not the kind of guy I'd
particularly want for, say, a
bridge partner.
- Anyway, back to old Carl
McGee. What did -- the
: gentleman, now deceased,
do to incur my wrath?
; He invented; the parking
meter.. .'; .- - "v "i;
And after fie invented It,
back in 1 935, he had the gall
, to go out and market the:
thing. At first he. found the
idea difficult to sell, but then
Oklahoma City, Okla .,"
(which, wheir you consider
;.' how- - original its name; is,
doesn't : figure to be the
innovation capital of
America) agreed to install the
newfangled meters in July
1935. - :-O- f
course they were an
instant success. Towns and
Cities got revenue. Local
merchants got quicker
"". turnover in' front' of their
establishments. And little
girls got to grow up to be.
meter maids.
I ; IllAIIlTiaLL'S '(A1IL'V 'SliiiKaa! j1;7
'
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Parking meters popped up
everywhere, like fiddlehead
ferns in a forest. ; ;
Originally, parking in a
metered space cost you a
.
; penny. . :
.
. ,
"""
' Gradually the price inched
. upwards, ,firstto a nickel,
then a dime. More recently
.the little silver monsters
have been programmed to
- accept quarters. :- - In some
urban areas it is possible to
drop two quarters into a
meter before the thing will
-- withdraw that silly red
"expired" disk and actually
give you some parking time.
Now forJ50 cents the damn
thing should - at least shine
your shoes, or whistle a tune,
or do an' imitation of R2D2
from Star Wars. - --;' - -- .
But . parking meters do
absolutely , nothing. Except
run down too quickly. I .- -- .
,Today's parking meters are
pretty sophisticated, I must
admit. After all, it takes a
fairly advanced technology to
produce a piece of equipment
that can sense, with unerring
accuracy, exactly which
denominations of change
you are out of even before
you pull into the space. . '
And have you ever tried to
get change for a meter? The
, local merchants know a good
thing when they see one and
- put up little signs telling you
that you. must make, a
purchase before they'll make
change. Now I don't mind
spending a . little money to
secure a spot for my car, but I
. draw the line at having to'
purchase a 21-inc- h" color
television simply to get a
dime for the meter. I still
don't believe the guy didn't
have, a black-and-whi- te set
. somewhere in the back.
A friend of mine has' his
own theory. about parking
meters he thinks ; they'rejust the first Step in the
introduction of, the ; metric
system. V "
"Everyone knows : they
should be called parking
j! Avenue .v::;,C '
I
--
-
T
-
z
'
"The Pizsa with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperonl. Sausage.-Miishroom-
s,
Anchovies. Peppers; Onions
" Unbaked pizza to go - --
Also Serving Italian r American Foods
xmucozin i to wocaicnt f
Come See Ua: .' ; -
I; Weekdays-6p.m.-la.m- r Vo - . -'-
'I trri. SaL-5D.m.-2a.- m. 7 .
: Sunday Cany-Ou-t Only 5-1-2. Closed Tues.
mrnmmmVmVmmmmVmmmm mm
Eaters
yards,0 he reasons.
Now who can argue with
logic like that?
;.AN INCIDENT
The real reason , I hate
parking meters goes back to a
little incident that took place
back in .1967,
.
It
.was , summertime. A .,
; group of us were standing
'
around shooting the breeze
in a downtown square. I was
leaning on a parking meter
and noticed it wasn't too
- securely affixed to the
'pavement, below.. Well, as
V best as . I can remember,
before I knew it the meter
had leaped out of its hole and
was going . for my throat.
" There's nothing quite . as
frightening as a crazed meter -
: intent on physical violence.
Naturally, I felt compelled
to . wrestle the offending
metal object to the ground.'
Unfortunately, just as I did so
a man in blue appeared and .
arrested me. V - --
v was charged with
malicious damage to public
property and attempted
meter molesting.
,
- To make a long story short,
( beat - the. rap on a
technicality It turns out
meters make T lousy . wit-
nesses, and .the policeman --
had forgotten to inform me of
my rights. ; .
But ever since , that
incident I've hated parking
meters and all they stand for.
Carl McGee is dead his
time ran out, I guess you
might say. But his Jegacy
lives on, with row upon row
of parking meters dotting the
landscape.
I sometimes wonder if he
didn't bring his idea with him
to the next world. . Maybe ..
each one of us will have our
own little space, with our
: own little meter, once we
drive through those pearly
gates in our shiny, new
cosmic Eldorados.
Of course, with my luck, I
' probably won't have the
correct change. .
7SA I 's Investigated
(CPS) "Colleges' for over a
century provided tutoring for,
star quarterbacks and
football players...! think they :
should be able to do the same
thing for the disadvantaged
With that statement HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano
announced an intensive
investigation into the 1 4 year
decline of standardized test
scores. The investigation will
be conducted by the National
Institute of. Education (NIE).
Califano was speaking at
the annual CEEB conference
held last week in San ;
rancisco. CEEB Is the non-
profit organization who
administers SAT tests. ;
. It was the first time the:
government has revealed its
ProsH Act
Out Scenes
."The Play's The Thing," a
program of scenes from six :
.
plays, will be presented in
Freedlander Theatre on
Sunday at 4 p.m. There isiho
admission charge,
r The scenes consist of
excerpts from Lysistrata.
Hamlet Cyrano de Bergerac.
The Glass Menagerie, The
Birthday Party. ' and Equus
and will be done on a bare
stage with a minimum of
.
props and a maximum of
'imagination. v-,v.c- -
Members ,' of Freshman
Studies Sections 25 and 26,
under the direction of
Annetta Jefferson and
Raymond McCalf, - have
prepared the program as a
.
course requirement. The aim
of the course is to show that
the academic and theatrical
approaches to. drama are
complementary- - In addition
to writing critical essays on
the six plays, the freshmen
are writing research papers
on the plays in which they
are performing. V: " ' ; '
".
-
. s
'
Raber Respondes
To Questionnaire
:. T h e . Wo oster Vo ice
Foodservice Questionaire ,
can be considered a success,
- according to - Foodservice
director : Howard - Raver.
According to Raber, 'The
burden is back on - the
students now," and it will be
, up to them to determine the
success of the current
changes that have recently
taken place ';, iAccording to Raber, Food .
Service has been looking into,
vegetarian and other, food
options in the past.' The .
addition of soybeans and the
vegetarian option offered on
steak night are just two
examples of changes in the
program. Food Service will
continue to look into :
improvements and options
for
. the students on the
Wooster campus. ,
concern over low scores.
Under the ' Ford admin-
istration, the :. NIE down- -
.
played the decline and
: encouraged no research into
possible causes.
Califano predicted that the
NIE investigation will cost
roughly 2 million dollars and '
he expects it to be far more
rigourous than a similar one
conducted by CEEB. That
study attributed the decline
. to eroding standards within
the .- - nation's highschools.r
According to Califano, recent --
polls indicate that 83 percent :
of those polled favor a return
to basics - primarily the 3 R's. .
: Toward the end of his
speech Califano
.discussed --
the question oft 'cultural
bias , saying that it was
imperative to "develop tests
whose content does not
place an excessive premium
on cultural background." It
was in the context of cultural
bias that Califano mentioned
the Bakke case, a subject he
adroitly skirted by saying that
while - he rejected arbitrary
quotas,' he favors some form
of special admissions.
' It was the only statement
that drew applause.
Do 1 1
; The work Tcommon men
tsTderived partly ufrorn
inspiration and chiefly from
aspiration; that of genius
partly from aspiration and
chiefly from inspiration. . ;
j
This world has many
Hamlets, whose melan-
cholies are hidden by the
masks of pretentious
cheerfulnesses. .
How can men live with
each other compatibly in a
society, whose first priority is
social and intellectual
competition.; :
. Among many people I have :
met in the past, I have found
that those who-- , criticize
others for their immaturity to
be most immature of all.
The danger to a philoso-
pher occures at a time when
he, having used up all his
ideas, is forced to philoso
phize for the sake of his fame.
There is not one criminal
deserving death penalty, for
there is always reason
behind his crime. Hence, we
must forgive all criminals.
We, however, must, also
forgive judges imposing
"We
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Externships: Career
; . The goal of the externship
program is to give students
an opportunity to learn more
about a career they are
considering and - to bring
students- - and sponsors
together in a meaningful,
sharing experience. The
program is a learning
a r Fo r Thought. .
death penalty, for, there" is
always reason "behind their
false judgments.
Although perfection can.
not be achieved, one nlust
believe in it in order to
'--
'. I" r.
Music Taxes
continued from page 11 i
agreement is trying to be
worked out that would cover
everything in campus music
with a minimum of record
keeping and establish a
uniform standard for basing
fees.
McGaw Special Service
'"TJvs Sunday, November
"
1 3, at40:30a.m., in McGraw
Chapel - the . Rev. - Gordon
Stewart will lead a special
worship service which may
.feature a movie. Everyone is
invited to attend this unique
service. ..
.
Westminster Church will
have as their special guest
next week Dr. Allan Aubrey
Boesak. Dr. Boesak, a south
African chaplain involved in
the Christian Institute and
the - University of Western
Capetown, is actively
involved in the fight against
Apartheid in South Africa.
His call for Christians to pray .
for "The downfall of this (the
South African) government"
at a rally in support of
squattorson August 15,
1 977 has led to a raid on his '
UAi ,V1
believe that money is the root of
experience, but not neces-
sarily an academic one. You
will be able to observe a
professional on a day-to-d- ay
basis in the "real world" and
ask questions about his or
her career. Sponsors
introduce students to an
'inside view" of their
accomplish the greatest
consequences.
A stupid talker: one whose
mouth moves first and faster
than his mind. v
On Horizon
; . The big question educators
want to know is 'how much?'
Whatever the costs will be
they will come down to the
student, in the way of
increased student activities
fees.
house and uncertainties
; here concerning his standing
with the government.
- Dr. Boesak, a guest of the
College last year, will meet
with students the evening of
the 1 5th. He will be the guest
speaker at Convocation on
Wednesday, November 1 6.
Nonsmokers
.
continued from page 5
of few things less appealing
than smoking at meals, and
at least half my dinners this
quarter have been ruined by
nearby smokers.."
If you must smoke do it in
the open air or in your own
room. Just a little decency
please. -
David Koppenhaver
Box 2063
all evil.
Options
profession. Extern and
sponsors will work together
to select the content of their
specific program.
You may select any
geographic area in the
United States as the location
-- for your externship.
However, Wooster alumni
tend to be concentrated in
major metropolitan areas. All
necessary arrangements for
food, housing, and other
expenses which arise are the
responsibility of the extern.
(Remember that you may
choose to work in your
hometown or near relatives.)
The program is intended to
assist students in making
important decisions about
possible careers . and,
graduate school. It is not for
credit or a means of securing
a job;
.
Externships will take place
during the work week of,
March 20 and March 24,
1978, of Wooster's Spring
Break
If you are interested, pick
up an application form in the
C.P.P.S. office. This
application is due back to
SGA through campus mail.
Box 3188, no . later than
Friday, November 1 8. You
will be notified of your
selection and given a iist of
prospective sponsors when
you return in January. This
list of sponsors must be
returned to SGA Box 3188,
after you rank your sponsors.
by January 13th. There will
be a required orientation
meeting the following week.Questions? Contact!
Debbie Buettner, Chair-
person of the SGA Extern-shi- p
Program, Acy Jackson in
.the C.P.P.S. office or Susan
Lundal at the Alumni Mouse.
The Externship program is
sponsored by the Student
Government Association, in
coordination with the Career
Planning and Placement
Service and the Alumni
Office of the College of
Wooster.
S7?
v
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WOOSTER. OHIO With Its
first winning season since
1 973 in the bag. The College
of Wooster football team
hopes to add a little icing to
an already successful year
when the Scots host Capital
University in the season
finale Saturday.
Kickoff for the clash
between the two Ohio
Conference Red Division
schools is 1 :30 p.m. in
Severance Stadium.
Perhaps more important
than Wooster's 5--3 overall
record is the Scots 2-- 2 OAC
mark. Although the Scots
were a respectable 4-- 5
overall in 1 976. a disappoint-
ing 1- -4 Red Division record
tainted the season.
, This year under first-ye- ar
coach Tom .Hollman,
however, the Scots stand a
chance of compiling a
winning OAC mark and
' finishing third in the rugged
Red circuit
Considering the two clubs
ahead of Wooster in the
division. Wittenberg and
Muskingum, are both in
Division Ill's top 10 teams
nationally, it's safe to
assume Hollman is satisfied
with his squad's effort in
1977.
- One win that had tq taste
good to the Wooster coach is
last Saturday's 29--9 road
triumph over Ohio Northern:
Hollman, ONU's defensive
coordinator last season,
watched his Scots grab
control from the outset and
never relinquish it-- -- ?.. -- ::
Capital, meanwhile.. ? is
Wooster's only obstacle to
placing third in the Red
Division. That's because the
Crusaders boast an identical
5-- 3 overall record and 2-- 2
OAC mark entering the
contest, fresh, off a - 31 --1 4
loss to Muskingum last
Saturday that ended their
faint OAC title hopes.
This will be the 15th
meeting of the two schools
with Capital holding an 8-5- -1
advantage.
O
Jim Powers carries the ball
29--9. Photo by "Berg"
"Their defense is real big
(physically), and if we're
going to move the ball, we've
got to be more ---open on
offense", relates Hollman. -
These words were not
spoken in jest. Every member
of Capital's defensive line
stands at least 62", and
weighs between 220 and
235 pounds. Establishing a
running game against such a
front wall will be no easy
task, and Scot quarterbacks
may be under heavy pass
rush.
In order tq create
opportunities for the passing
agame, Hollman wants his
club to be able to move the
ball on the ground. "Ifwe can
run the ball, everything else
will begin to fall in line.,
To get where they are now,
the Scots had to beat a solid
Ohio Northern club, and they
did so in fine-style- . Hollman
wanted a win in his
"Homecoming", and his
troops responded. "
As has been the case all
season, the Scot defense
was superb. In addition to
yielding but nine points, they
held ONU to 1 81 total yards.
and forced srx turnovers
Hollman was full of praise -- .the attack with 77 yards
for his squad. 'These kids rushing and two touch-work- ed
so hard and played so downs. Credit must be given
'--
v3 11
wen against Muskingum and
Wittenberg, but came away
witn notning to snow-to- r it.
The fact that they bounced
back to win their next two
games says something about
the character of this team.".
Junior Jim Powers paced
'
1 v
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forward to another win Saturday over Capital U. Photo by "Berg" :
Junior JayCrawford's solid mkSf ield play has bolstered Scots;
Dave Kbeoenhaver. Freshman forward Chuck
C I rtSvv 'tTi i' - "Vr"l4 v . I
.
A
against Ohio Northern. The Scots clowned the Polar Bears
'
' ':
-
-
.
-
y," w" ?Ppeu mio
the game when Raffel was"
hurt and did a good job
controlling the offense.
Muller completed five of nine
aerials for 75 yards.
Looking back, the Scot
mentor thinks his first
.
An nhin Nnrthern ball carrier. The Scots are looking
Soccer Team
It took three consecutive
Ohio . Conference Champ-ionsh- ip
games but the
Fighting Scot booters finally
discovered . the ' secret to
success: let the other team
outplay you.
After manhandling the
Ohio Wesleyan Battling
Bishops everywhere but on
the scoreboard the last two
years Wooster allowed the
tables to be turned
Wednesday night and came
away with a 2-- 1 overtime
"
victory.
Wooster's first goal came
at 43:17 of the first half and
une inet the kind VOU WOLlId
expect from a championship"
Allan stole tne oau Trom a
..lthalr anH tnnk it :
straight to the left corner of
the goat. He then crossed the
ball on the ground in front of
the goal. Key Akintunde
came to meet the ball and
then hopped it. Bruce Brown
following it drilled a left-foot- er
Into "the lower right-han-d
corner.
The Bishops tied things up
with the kind of lucky play
they have come with ; for
three consecutive champio-
nships. All-Ohio- an John
Spofford chipped a corner
which was headed to goalie
Doug Flannelly's right He
dove and deflected the ball
with his chest It bounced
two yards where it met John
Pearl's knees and crawled
1 into the goal.- - "
u i ai&
campaign at Wooster has
gone rather well. "What's
most important is that we
now believe Jn ourselves.
Our defense has been
getting better and J better
each jjame. On offense,
we've been taking advantage
- conunueu gn paye '.
la
Champs!
Overtime was necessita-
ted when Wesleyan's
constant pressure failed to
materialize in another score.
They outshot Wooster 11-- 2
in the second period and 26V
1 2 for the game.
- In the second half of the ;
overtime (two : ten-minu- te --
halves are played) Akintunde
made a nice run down the
right sideline and turned the
corner on the defense. He
crossed the ball toward Allan
but Wesleyan intercepted.
.
They failed to trap it cleanly
and Allan stole the ball right
back. He pushed the ball out
once to his right and then
hooked a 12-ya- rd looper into
the extreme upper right-han-d
corner of the nets for
1 Wooster victory. -
All-Oh- io Wesleyan goalie
Jeff Hoch told the story after
the game with his personal
congratualtions to counter-
part Flannelly, "Doug, you
: beat us." - '
- Flannelly was magnificent
in goal, stopping at least five
seemingly sure goals and
recording 1 1 saves for the
match. He consistently
punched out .or pulled in
Wesleyan high balls and
nullified their 9-- 2 corner kick
, advantage. -
'This game was just the
reverse of the , last two
years," said a bewildered but
happy coach Bob Nye after
the game. "We got a big
break on that second goal. I
guess the only thing we
really did well was keep our
cool under their pressure."
Frye, Dave
Kostohryz, Kelvin
McCormack, Mike
Stone. Manny ,
Zambie, George J-.,- '
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
indicates Letters Earned :
Overall Record: 20--7
Ohio Conference Record: 1 0--
2 (Won OAC Northern
Point
Point
Point
POSt i
So. Post
Sr. Post
Jr.-Win- g
j HT. WT, V HOMETOWN FG FT RB AVE.P
6-- 7 215Hamilton. Ont. 150 108 20715.1
6--5 200Holland 87 31 147 7.6
5-1- 0 155Springfield
.13 14- .- 9 2.0
6-- 2 170Elyria 82 35 7711.0
6-- 4 175 New York, N.Y.
6-- 5 200Ravenna --
.
6--1 170Columbus
6-- 0 160Westlake
6-- 0 165Westlake
6-- 5 -- 1 90Broadview Heights
6--5 .1 85Cincinnati
6-- 5 1807oledo
6-- 3 175Lakewood
D i v i s i o n To urnament
Championship) '
1977-7- 8 Schedule: 22
games, (12 in OAC North
Division play). ' - '
beginning Oct. 25, Wooster's --both transferred). --'
1 977-7- 8 roster was pre-- All 1 1 returnees lettered indictable long ago, ' - A 76-7- 7 and only four areThat's because the Scots, l seniors. Add the fact that
20--7 overall. 10-- 2 in Ohio : these young vets nave
Myers' Strength Praised
The Wooster Scotties field
hockey team played their last
game of the season on
Saturday, November 5,
against Ohio University.
The Scotties won with the
final score of 1 --O. They
scored the lone goal four
minutes and 30 seconds into
the first half on a penalty
corner. .The method the
Scotties have been using all
season seemed to pay off.
Wendy Myers pushed the
ball out to Carol Murdock
who hand stopped it and Lisa
fcanza drove the ball into the
goal. The ball went so fast
and so hard that Ohio
University's goal keeper
probably didn't even see the
shot go by her. ft was a
beautiful shot and went into
the right hand corner of the
cage. ; "". " ''
The ; Scotties also pene-
trated well on the left side of
the field. Hilary Bohanonand
. Mary Ann Brown did a great
job at moving the ball down
into the circle.
THE,.MMX fn the Collatf Hill S H O P .
Pttone: 262-884- 6
Coach Kathleen Moore
commented,"We were really
starting to think about
passing flat and back-thes- e
passes have proved to be
more effective."
Coach Moore also pointed
but 1 that "more than any;
other game this season, the
stickwork really showed up
--T really noticed Wendy
Myers' strength on defense
in this game."
;' Both the team and the
coach seem to be optimistic
about next year with most of
the team returning, with the
exceptions of Goalie Captain
Cindy Barr and offense
player, Gaye Kelly.
; (Played with Jv team)
119 46 158 10.9
116 65 7711.0
0 1 3 0.2
59 21 38 5.3
34 15 81 3.8
(Played with JV team)
30 14 53 3.7 .
124 56 97 11.2
Head Coach: Al Van Wie (16
seasons. Won 227 Lost 1 63)
Assistants: Fritz Raab. Ira
Zeff, Frank Pilsitz
Returning Lettermen: 1 1
senior team captain Wayne
Allison (Hamilton, Ont.), the
team's leading scorer and
rebounder last year. The 6-- 7,
21 5-po- und center-pos- t, who
traveled to Europe this past
summer with the Canadian
National Team, came into his
own in 76-7-7 with first-tea- m
All --OAC and All-Northe- rn
Division honors.'
...Other key returnees arejuniors Preston Burroughs(Ravenna), Sam Dixon(Columbus), Fred Balser(Elyria), Dick Altman
(Holland) and George Zambie
(Lakewood). . -- ;.
Burroughs and Altman,
both 6--5 center-post- s, team
with Allison to give the Scots
more than adequate board
strength. Burroughs is also a
big scorer on occasion, as are
Balser and Dixon, although
the latter two serve mainly as
playmakers. Zambie, who
averaged in double figures
ABORTION Up thru 14 Weeks
Safe and GenJe
AJ Clinic :; ;. "
Free Pregnancy Tests and
Sympathetic Counseling
Lowest Fees
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.
Call Col'ect 0-536-6- 178
ii u il' llLJ-- ir lHJ ir it II II If U W It M HJLTIfSSM w,HnfiuiurA1l
JOB OPENINGS AT SKI RESORT
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"You ng VetsProm ise G reat B-B- al I Season
WOOSTER. ; OHIO ---- It's
going to be the same old story
for this year's. College of
Wooster basketball , team;,
but who's complaining?
Although veteran coach At
Van Wie and his staff
customarily held tryouts
: NAME
Allison, Wayne
.
Altman, Dick 7
Backus, Randy
Balser, Fred
" Britton, Jerry
Burroughs, Preston
Dixon, Sam
.
:-
-
Duncan, Scott i j -
Conference play and the
OAC Northern. Division
champions last season, have
1 1
- players ' returning, from --
that J3-ma- n squad (junior
Neal Oberholtzer and
sophomore. Gary Wengerd
YR. POS.
" Sr. Post
Jr. Post
Jr. Point
Jr. Wing,
JSo. Wing
Jr. Post
played, together for. nearly!
three years now and youl
i Ar.. : iiuiuw why van wio is uu
smiles entering his 17th
season as Wooster coach.
Pivoting Wooster's con
trolled Dassing offense is
a Broody wine Ski Resort has full-tim- e obs - inside or outside - tot singles or coupiesjjwho con drop out winter quarter. Pay from. $2.50 to $3.50 per hour: Jiving quarters
M available. Also part-tim- e jobs, your hours. January and February only. Also needed are
1 ski instructors - or good skiers who can learn instructor routine at preseason
"Hopprentice-instructo- r class held on weekends. Box 343. Northfield. Ohio 44067, or
IS phone 216-467-81- 98 (tlevelond) or Y l o-J- -v o Mnron
iast year ' despite never"
starting, is Van Wie's instant
offense off the bench.
v Burroughs was a second-tea- m
All-Nor- th pick in 76-7- 7
' continued on page 1 6
"
"v w i
'WWUN I
mint?-
-f A "V X
-
i inn ..jmkM. m 1 i
Fred Balser, one of eleven "young vets" on this year's squad.
262-8-1 66 I I
Hum f
f CERCSS PrcriStft
Order Tuesday 9-10- :30 arid OATS
Will Deliver to Your Room
: HOURS
Sunday - 1pm - 10:30pm
; Monday - Thursday - 10:30-10:3- 0
Friday & Saturday - 10:30-- 1 am
r'
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This-week- 's Scot sports schedule:
Football (5-- 3, assured of first winning season in four years)
vs. capital at home. Sat. Nov. 12 1:30 a.m.
Soccer (12-- 3. most wins ever and OAC chamnions) vs
Depauw University at home. Sun. Nov. 13. 1:30 p.m. in
round of Midwest Regionals. y
cross country (4-- z, best record in four years, sixth at
conference championship). John Carwile, Jeff Kirk, Bill
Reedy at Division III Nationals at Case Western. Sat . Nov. 1 2
Field hockey (11-6-- 1, second at State Tournament), v
Volleyball (17-- 6. best winnina Dercentaae ever) at State
Tournament Thurs.-Sa- t. Nov. 10-1- 2.
Swimming (5-- 4, giving Wooster six varsitv winners this
quarter) hosts the Small College InvitationaLSaL, Nov. 12.11
a.m. .
V-B- all Team Needs
by David Johns
Dayton and ML St Joseph.
These two names are giants in
Ohio women's volleyball and
the Scotties may have to slay
them to win the state tourna-
ment this weekend. That could
be . a difficult
.
task because
number-one-seed-ed Dayton
and number-two-seed-ed Mt.
St Joe beat Wooster soundly
in a triple match last Saturday.
Before facing the giants,
Wooster will play three other
teams in a round-robi-n on
Friday. -- Then the two top
teams win advance to "the
finals on Saturday. The --
Scotties, ranked fourth in
Ohio, should have little trouble
winning their round-robi-n as
they play Ohio Dominican, Mt
Union, and Cedarvilie. The ten
round-robi- n survivors will
begin the : elimination se-
quence on Saturday. '
The Scotties will have to
improve on offense to finish
the tournament in first place.
"We cannot defend and de-
fend and defend. We have to
score."
In practice last week the
.
Scotties worked on offensive
weaknesses. 'The --quality of
ball-han- d ling b getting bet-
ter," according to Collier. But .
he is still trying to develop an
offense that can. catch the
other team off guard with
lightning plays at the net
Hopefully, Wooster's offen-
sive attack will prevent Dayton
and Mt St Joe from doing a
repeat of Last Saturday's
matches. Dayton took a long
time to win the first match,
which lasted two. hours, 15
minutes. Wooster lost that
contest 7-1- 5, 15-1-3, 15-1-0,
12-1- 5. 8-1- 5.
Size was a major factor in
Dayton's victory.
. "! had to
look up to them," said Collier.
Scotties See Viciory'Defeat
by Nancy K. Reeves
The College of .. Wooster
women's swim team met both
victory and defeat on Wednes-
day; November 2, as they
swam against Ohio University
and .Ashland College in a
double dual-me- et in Athens.
The Scotties soundly defeated
Ashland, 105-1- 8, but were also
outscored by Ohio U. 84-4- 8,
bringing the women to a final
Finesse
"We could have beaten
them but we made too many
mistakes," he added. "It kills
the whole team when the
defense works like crazy, then
" you miss a serve." -- -
When Dayton left the floor
another' set of giants replaced
them. Mr. St Joseph over-
powered the Scotties 15-- 6,
15-- 7, 15--4. According to
Collier, the loss came from "a
combination of our being tired
and their being strong." But
the match was "a good
experience" because "you
have to play against a power-- ,
ful team to really improve."
Wooster probably has as
much finesse as the top two
. teams, but the size difference
cannot be ignored. To finish
first in the state tournament,
the Scotties will have to make
up for their lack of height
through their finesse. ' ' y
season record of 5--4.
.
'.' Although their season is
officially over, the Scotties
continue to work hard in
.
preparation for the - Small
'
College Invitational which they
will host here for the first time
since it began three years ago.
On Saturday, November 12,
fourteen small colleges in.Ohio
will be sending their women
. swimmers to Wooster for an
exciting day of competition.
-- Among the 14 schools
attending, Kenyon's women
look strong for the top position
according to Coach Nan
Nichols. Wittenberg and Ohio
Wesleyan who defeated Woo-
ster earlier in the season, win
FAR EAST AU DO
STILL-OFFER- S STUDENTS
A H 0 DISCOUNT
WITH A VALID C.OAV. ID CARD
RECORDS
(EXCEPT CUTOUTS & SPECIALS)
CASSETTES
BLANK fit PRE - RECORDED
ON
"
add to the rough competition.
Mt Saint Joseph, a team,
which Wooster did not face in
competition this season will
also be contending for the top'
'
: positions. .
Other schools competing at
the Invitational tomorrow will
be Ashland, Baldwin-Wallac- e,
Capital, Case Western Re--
v serve, Denison, Heidelberg,
Mount ; Union, Muskingum,
Oberlin, and Xavier. ;
The first three rounds of 1
meter diving will spark off the
Invitational at 11:00 a.m.
followed by the regular order
of events which win include
some 3 meter diving. ' 'i
"c&ntimtf
from pe . f -- fT 0
while Dixon was honorable
mention all-divisi- on. - -- ;
.
! Wooster's bench, the mark
of any good team, indicates
the team's overall depth.
Dave Frye (Westlake), Randy
Backus . (Springfield) and
Scott Duncan (Westlake)
provide insurance behind
Dixon and. Balser at
ballhandling slots. - while
Kelvin Kostohryz (Broadview
Heights) and Manny Stone
(Toledo) will spell thebig men
defensively. '
The only additions to the
Scot roster are sophomores
Jerry Brttton (New York, N.Y.)
and Mike McCormack
(Cincinnati), both outstand-
ing players from last year's
10--4 jayvee squad.
One Football Game Left
continued from pass 14 '
of our opportunities and
capitalizing."
This young . Fighting Scot
grid team should only
improve next year. But
there's still one game left this
season, and a mighty big one
at that Folks, this is your last
chance, to see the Scots in
action in 1977, and you
ought not to pass it up. .
BLANK G PRE - RECORDED
LACTIC
WE STOCK
MARANTZ YAMAHA SONY SANYO HITACHI (SOON)
AUDIO.- - TECHNICA MAXELL TDK DISCVASHER --
MICRO - ACOUSTIC STANTON KOSS TENNA
PIONEER AUTO EQUIPMENT
- GIG MAGAZINE
(LIKE ROLLING STONE, OUT VITHOUTH THE POLITICS)
FAR, 320 E. LIBERTY ST.1DOWNTOWN, NEAR THE RAMADA INN
RHONE 264-2- 1 G1 ' r
OPEN 9:30 - 5:30, FRIDAYS TILL 9 PM
